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THOMASTON (JRIS MADE GOOD THORNDIKE REOPENS TUESDAY
Victory Last Night Gave Them League Cham

pionship—Camden Dents Rockland’s Slate
Thomaston basketball fans felt
like shooting off firecrackers after
last bight’s games, for both home
teams won from Lincoln Academy
—‘the boys 54 to 17 and the girls
S3 to 28. The particular cause of
joy lay in the fact that the girls'
victory gave them the League
championship. Full reports are
promised for Tuesday's issue.
•

•

•

9

In one of the major upsets of the
season the small but fast Camden
quintet spoiled the perfect league
standing of Rockland by handing

Old Fashioned

it the first league defeat of the sea
son, with a score of 36-33.
Rockland led the first quarter by
a 10-5 margin and at the half by a
15-12 margin. The local lads once
again opened up on cne of their
third period rallies tc go out in front
by a 28-25 margin. The last period
was a mad scramble for each team
to score the winning points.
As fourth period advanced two
of the Camden five fouled out and
certainly put a scare into the Cam
den fans. However, the boys clicked
like clockwork and held off the
threat of the Lime City five to
come out with a 36-33 score.
Both teams put up a good fight
but the Camden boys were deter-

DANCE

On Feb. 20, 1944, the
insurance office of

UNION TOWN HALL

S. A. LAVENDER

SATURDAY, FEB. 19

Will Move to

Auspices

151 Main St., Thomaston

Mrs. Albert P. Heald, Secretary
TEL. THOMASTON 4
14-18

Eastern Star Circle

13-14

J

WASHINGTON’S

Restored to its owners after a year’s lease by the U. S. C;ast Guard
The Thorndike Hotel wlil reopen next Tuesday, and the public is invited
to inspect the newly renovated establishment between the hours of 7 and
9. Intensive work has bt^n done by a large crew of experts since the
Coast Guard completed its lease Feb. 1 and the public will find much to
admire, including the new kitchen built for the convenience of the Coast
Guard,- and said to be one of the most modern and best equipped ir the
State. The services of a New York chef have been engaged by Pro
prietor Berliawsky, who announces his intention cf having the best din
ing service he can provide. Patrons of the establishment, same of whom
made reservations weeks ago, are happy to learn that Fiank Jacobs will
again be on “the desk.” His popularity with the traveling public is
widely known. Proprietor Bei liawsky plans to leave n stone unturned
to make the hotel an institution of which tiie city may be ptoud.

mined to prove that although they
dropped a tough one on Rockland's
floor they are still a team to worry
about and now have captured spot
No. 2 in the league, all by them
selves.

Rockland
•
. G.
F Pts.
F. S. Allen. If........ 6
2
14
Flint, rf ............... 3
0
6
Whittier, c ............. 5
0
10
F. E. Allen, lg ........ 0
2
2
I
Williams, five-foot-three forward, Holden, rg ............ Oil
scored high for the victors with 14
14
5
33
points to hts credit. Matching this
was F. S. Allen, pho paced the
Substitutions: Rockland. McRae;
Rockland basketeers also with 14 Camden, Wadsworth, Spear. Timer,
points.
Hodson. Scorers, N. Ames, Bow
den.
Referee, Wotton.
Camden
G.

Birthday Dance
BENEFIT

WAR HONOR ROLL
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Music by an

Grindle, If ...........
Williams, rf ..........
Allen, c ....... -.......
Bryant, lg ...........

3
6
2
2

Grinnell, rg ...... «...

2

F. *Pts.

The Rockland Girls Won

06 In a preliminary game the Rock
214 land lassies cnce again defeated the
2
6 local sextet 43-35. The first quar
15 ter found Rcckland well in front

15

with all-5 lead. The Camden girls
picked up in the second period to
15
6
36
threaten the Rockland lassies’ lead.
At th ehalf Rockland led by a
single point, 20-19.
Rockland
FRUIT BASKETS forged ahead in the period apd
wound this quarter up with a 33 to
Made up to order
24 margin. The Camden girls tried
All Kinds of Fruits
desperately to catch up with the
and Beverages
fast moving Rcckland basketeers,
but the time ran out and found
NAUM & ADAMS
Rockland a 43-35 victor.
96Ptf
(Continued on Page Six)
*

EIGHT PIECE ORCHESTRA
PUBLIC CORDIALLY INVITED

ELKS CLUB

Admission 50c plus tax

HOLIDAY EVE

DANCING PARTY
Monday, February 21
12-14

ELKS AND QUESTS

ADMISSION 55c
13-14
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ALAN L. BIRD
ATTORNEY AT LAW

Now located at 5 Lindsey Street, Rockland
t

will shortly occupy

❖

NEW OFFICES

*
*
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OPPOSITE THE POST OFFICE
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A Seven-Day Session

Superior Court concluded its
sessions Tuesday afternoon, having
been in session seven days. The
cost of the term was $654.12. of
which amount the jurors were
$267.44.
• • • •
At a contested hearing before
Judge Coney Tuesday afternoon,
a kdivorce was granted1 to Mildred
D; Young from Ralph F. Young,
both of Camden, for the cause of
cruel and abusive treatment. Cus
tody cf Ralph H Young, minor
iChild. granted’ to Mildred D
Young until further order of
Court, the father to have the right
of visitation at all reasonable and
propei- times. Wil'bur for libellant;
Grossman for libellee.

Workers Appointed

Names Of Men Who Will
Function For Rockland
Chamber of Commerce

Publicity: Walter C. Ladd, chair

MALE OR FEMALE

Dual Truck Chain

AT

Lost This Morning on
Limerock Street

AND

A. C. McLoon Co.

DRY CLEANING DEPARTMENT

TEL. 51

WAITRESSES

>

$15 Per Week

RICHARD E. LAWRY

And His Own Original Show
Show Features:

BETTY GRIBBEN
New England’s Earthquake

PATSY

A Veteran of World War II as Manager of the

Yodelling Cowgirl

PARK STREET ESSO STATION

Singing and Dancing Team

(PARK STREET, CORNER OF BROAD STREET)

ROGER

Station Hours: 8 A. M. to 6 P. M.

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

DOT and JEAN

Accordion Player

OFFERING COMPLETE SERVICE

«

BETTY W ALSWORTH

Closed Mondays

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

The Dancing Doll

AND OTHER FEATURED ATTRACTIONS
BIG AMATEUR CONTEST

On Tuesday Next We Honor
ANOTHER GREAT AMERICAN

AT

KNOX COUNTY PRESENTS

Apply At The Hotel

COMING IN PERSON

*

Takes Pleasure in Announcing the Appointment of

Dining Room

Bursts a flaxen-headed bevy—
Bud-lipt boys and girls advancing,
Love’s Irregular little levy.
Rows of liquid ayes in laughter.
How they glimmer, uo
.... quiver
Sparkling one another after.
Like bright ripples on a river.
Tipsy band of rubious faces,
Flushed with Joy’s ethereal spirit.
Make your mocks and sly grimaces
At Love’s self, and do not fear lt.
•—George Darley

KEN M“KENZIE
COLONIAL BEACON OIL CO.

Thorndike Hotel

Douglas Curtis was stage mana
gery Crowley, Betty O’Brien, Elea ger and his committee members
nor Curtis. Dorothy Drinkwater, were Albert
Hallo well,
James
Celia Herrick, Virginia McCaslin, Baum. Lawrence Blood, Williim
i Norma Ramsdell and Marilyn MfLellan. Ervin Wooster, Curtis
Robishaw.
Stone Kenneth Chatto, Morris
The business committee, with Al Perry, Robert McWilliams and
bert Havener as manager, included: Perry Jackson .
Christine Newhall, Sylvia Adams.
Harold Wiggin, Margaret Huntley,
Gerald Bradley, Virginia Farrell,
Norma McCrillis, Lois Benner,

LOOK! LOOK!
14-16

FOR THE

Adams. Sylvia Christoffersen, Mar

REWARD

ROCKLAND, ME.

(By The Roving Reporter)

What do you think! A Courier- I that number may be added the
Gazette reached North Africa in a name of William A Rivers of Cushbunch of mixed newspapers received i ing who has passed his 87th birthby the Red Cross the first of this j day and each suitable day finds
month. IQ speedily reached the him in the woeds, cutting next
hands of 2d Lieut. Louise C. Sherer. Winter's supply of firewood ”
audience.
A-NC., daughter of D. A. Sherer of
—O—
Betty Hempstead as Mrs. Winkle, Rockville, and though dated Oct. 8.
Mrs. Willis Mocdy of North War
owner of the Kincaid house, put a was most welcome bearing news from ren explains the mysterious cloud
let of pep into her part, which home and Maine.
fomation in the following note to
most of the time demanded severity
The Black Cat:
of tone and manner. Ervin Woos
Perhaps there are other places in
“I read in Tuesday’s issue of the
ter as Mr. Hosmer, the unscrupu this country where it could be done, cloud formation seen by Alice
I have me doubts. This noon George of Thcmaston, saying lt
lous character, made an excellent but
when I came back to the office from looked like a new born smoke screen.
‘ villun,” and received, much praise lunch, there, propped up against Here in North Warren the same
the outside door in a paper bag, was thing • was seen except there were
for his playing of the part.
Jane Abbott, as dignified Miss what looked like a brick. It also j two planes side by side. We saw
looked like a pound of butter—and
Fitch, principal of .the high school, that’s just what it was. Finding the it just after it started and watched
| until they stopped giving out the
read her lines to perfection, and door locked Fred Sylvester hpd left ! smoke. Tbe planes climbed higher
at no time lost her dignity. Edith it just the same, and there it would and higher until they disappeared,
remained, I guess, no matter lit was indeed a ‘spooky’ sight."
Carr, as Shirley Blair, made quite have
how long I was In returning.—Deer
a hit with her “cry-baby” acting Isle Messenger.
When the Navy Department anin a difficult part.
neunede
the other day that the
When I rode into Thomaston
Rounding out the cast were
battleship
Oklahoma, sunk during
Muriel Adams as Phyllis Dugan; Tuesday afternoon, after the big the Japs’ sneak bombing raid on
Mary Lou Duff as “Bama" Kin storm and found its broad Main
Pearl Harbor, was again afloat, it
caid, and Vin* Delmonico as Betty street completely denuded of ice awakened interesting memories of
Barker, all employes at an airplane and snow—almost as clean as a
the day when Capt. Douglas W.
factory? Lorraine lott as Ida Kin house floor, I doffed my hat in ad Fuller piloted the 20.000-ton craft
caid, and Ruth Call as iLucy Par miration. If there’s a town in the into his home port. Captain Ful
sons, high school girls, and) Elaine State which, takes better care of its ler was executive officer on the
Glendenning as Emma Lowry, a streets I never heard of it.
Oklahoma, and the commanding
mail carrier.*Each of these, add
Principal Sarah Haskell of the officqir. Captain Helweig, turned
ing much life to the play, read their
Tyler School called yesterday to the ship over to him with the re
lines to perfection.
express her appreciation of the mark that it would doubtless be
Jack Hatteson as “Cal” Kincaid,
kind words and in this column very pleasing to Captain Fuller’s
“in the army,” was only on the
about the pupils’ patriotism, but father to know that he had been
stage during the last act, but had
also bo say that our informant entrusted’ with that responsibility.
an opportunity to display his talent
was a bit twisted about the figures. Followed a series of social events
as an actor, with pleasing voice
Since Sept. 15 the children have during which Captain Helweig was
and manner. And, did he tell Mr.
bought $1297 worth of war stamps a guest at the Fuller home, and the
Hosmer, black market racketeer,
and contributed $169 to the infan Fullers and other Rockland friends
“where to get off?”
tile paralysis fund. Payments on were entertained aboard.
Musical selections were by the
•—cithe jeep amount to $500, but there
high school orchestra under the
One
year
ago:
Sixty-seven Knox
are three large parts to be paid
direction of Arthur Cain, and' be
‘
County
men
went
to the induction
for. This week’s drive will prob
tween the second) and third acts,
|
center
in
Portland.
—Capt. Herbert
ably take care of the engine.
Miss Joan Hunt, with Betty Holmes
; Higgins, past commander of Anderat the piano, sweetly sang “God
Writes Mina A. Woodcock of ’ 9on Camp. Sons of Union Veterans,
Bless America. '* Announcements Cushing: “From time to time I read |died suddenly—Other deaths: Rock
were made by Allston E. Smith, in the papers about smart old men land, Fred W. GiIchrest, 76; Thom
and Lincoln MdRae Jr., told of to doing various things and I think to aston, Mrs. William A. Hastings, 80.
day’s Kamlval and ball.
Faith Ii ong was in charge of the Charlotte Cowan, Aimee Karl,
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
ushering and she was assisted by Florence Knight, Sherwin, Sleeper,
THE GAMBOLS OF CHILDREN
Joanne Home. The corps of ushers John Abbott, Janet Smith, Faith
Down the dimpled greensward danc
were: Elaine
Aehorn,
Patricia Long and Joanne Horne.
ing,

man; Charles C Wotton, John M.
Richardson, Lawrence Miller,
James M Pease. Cleveland Sleeper,
Fiank A. Winslow.
Merchants: Elmer B. Crockett
cnairman. all members of the
chamber who are properly classi
fied as merchants.
»
Membership: Horatio C. Cowan,
chairman; Frederic H. Bird. Carl
Griffith, Leforest A. Thurston,
Harold P. Blodgett, Robert M
Allen .Ed ward T. Dornan. Walter C.
Ladd, Almon M. Young. ’
» Legal Affairs: Gilbert Harmon,
chairman; Einsign Otis, Alan L.
Bird, Frank A. Tirrell. Jr.
Entertainment: Harold P. Blodg
ett, chairman; Robert M. Allen,
James M Pease, Horatio C. Cowan,
Lawrance J. Dandeneau, Wilbur F.
Senter, Thomas H. Chisholm.
Municipal Research: E. Carl Mo
ran, Jr., chairman; Edwin L. Brown
Albert C. McLoon, Leforest A.
Thurston, Frederic H. Bird, Thomas
H Chisholm, Harold P. Blodgett,
Carl M. Benson. (Other members
will be added at a later date.)
Post-War Planning: Lucius E.
Jones, chairman; Harold P Blodg
ett, David Connelly. Horatio C.
Ccwan, Frederic H. Bird John M
Pomeroy, Elmer B. Crockett, Put
nam P. Bicknell Fred C. Gatcembe, Herbert C. Newbegin.
(Other members will be added at a
later date.)

EXPERIENCE NOT ESSENTIAL

Wanted At Once

The Black Cat

"Thumbs Up,” a comedy in three
• acts, presented Wednesday and
Thursday nights at the High
School auditorium by the Class of
1945. Rockland High Schoo), proved
excellent entertainment for the
large audiences attending.
The story of the play was briefly
given in this newspaper Tuesday
and will not be repeated. Allston
E Smith, sub-master and teacher
of English, who has directed the
staging of several excellent produc
tions since he came to Rockland,
coached his group of young people
so well that they gave a faultless
performance.
Sandta Hallowell as Mollie Kin
caid, with many lines to read, and
carrying burdens of a lively and
mystifying household, carried on
with grace and poise. Ernest Munro
as •Tex, her son, played1 his part to
perfection, and his chum, Vance
Norton, as -Bump,” had only to
make a move or release that happy
smile, to bring laughter from the

Program of Work: Frederic H.
Pird, chairman; Elmer B. Crockett,
Edwin L. Brown, Albert C. McLoon,
Almon M. Young, Alfred C. Hocking
john M. Pomeroy.
Endorsement: Lloyd E. Daniels,
chairman; Thomas H. Chisholm;
Charles W. Sheldon, Alvra W.
Gregory, Morris B. Perry

LOST

17 LIMEROCK ST.,

The Juniors Scored

Volume 99.. .. .. .. .. .. . NUumber 14.

Superior Court Wound Up Comedy “Thumbs Up” PreTuesday With a Contest- ' sented To the Liking of
ed Divorce Hearing
Large Audiences

HELP WANTED

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

21 LIMEROCK STREET

FOUR CENTS A COPY

'

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

ITS FRIENDLY NEIGHBOR

Friday, February 18

FERNALD FOR GOVERNOR
103-22

DOORS OPEN AT 7 O’CLOCK
SHOW STARTS AT 8.30
Admission: Adults 50c, incl. tax—Children under 12, 30c incl. tax

PARK AT
MAIN ST.

OXTON’S

ROCKLAND
MAINE

THE STORE THAT HAS EVERYTHING

The Courier-Gazette

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

TWICE-A-WEEK

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, PRANK A WINSLOW
Let the lying lips be put to si
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
lence; which speak grievous things
The Rockland Gazette was established in 184.6. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
—Ps 31:18.
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Book Review
Advertising rates based upon circulation and veiy reasonable.

WORKING FOR VICTORY

(By K. S. F.)

Hallerloogy. By Bernie Babcock.
Printed by Rice Print Shop, Perry
ville, Arkansas.
This hand-set special edition
gives the story of a little Arkansas
Negro boy, who took a ride with
Banta Claus. The author, Bernie
Eabcock, has ccme nearer to reach
ing the high Christmas flavor of
thought, in ”Twas the Night Before
Christmas.” than any other author
since that eventful classic was
given to the worldi cf Christmas
heart throhs.
This time ’tis the recording of the
gentle character of a little Negro
lad who loved to give rather than
receive. And “Sanda Claus” was
his ideal provider jof the joys of
l.fe, next to Mrs. Alexander, called
Mis Ellen Sander by little Hallerloogy, for whom he worked. How
did you get that name, he was
asked by a friend of ifallerloogy
Linkune. Ilia answer was, “My
Mammy say she ain’t gwine to be
no fool name, when she marry, she
gwine to be Linkus, and when she
saw the big blackbird what brot
me to her. was only totin’ one, she
say 'ballerloogy.” So that’s the
name I am.”
The illustrations are enchanting,
modeled for the little figures made
fcy Gladys Lynn. The artist for
the painted pictures, Mrs. Louise
Wilson, found in Little Rock, Ark..
Just the delightful little fellow for
her work, which completes the rare
charm of this story.
By the merest chance I picked
up this treasure from the West.
“The story of a Little Arkansas
Negro Boy Who Took a Ride with
Santa Claus. It will live andl make
tender hearts do real things after
the manner of this child, is my be
lief, congratulations to Mrs. Bernie
Babcock.—Kathleen S. Puller.

At The High School
By The Pupils

All divisions of the 8th Grade
have been given a new' arithme
tic work book called “Arithmetic
for the Emergency.” These books
deal with all the problems of simple
arithmetical skill. The student toho
goes through the book seriously and
conscientiously wili acquire the
mastery of simple arithmetic so im
portant in every phase of the war
effort.
Klppy Kamlvals’s here once more
With Its eats and games galore.
Sec the play on either night
It's bound to bring >x>u great delight
Come and patronize our booths
Certainly you shalt need no proof —
That all the games are lots of fun
'
We’ll entertain you one by one.
You'll really have a merry time
The entertainment's so sublime

[EDITORIAL]
Regarding the Republican Presidential
DEWEY
nomination, to be made within four months,
VERSUS
there appear to be two outstanding facts.
WILLKIE
One is the continued growth of Dewey sen
timent as reflected by the Gallup poll; the
other is the gathering evidence that Wendell Willkie is going
to fight the battle of his life against the enmity of old party
leaders. Very imposing is the gain which Dewey has just
registered in New Jersey. In December his strength was rep
resented by 39 percent of the votes cast as aga.nst 30 percent
for Willkie. Today, according to Gallup. Dewey has 55 per
cent and Willkie only 21 percent. Of course this straw vot
ing, months in advance of a nomination, is far from con
clusive, however interesting it may be. What lies in the mind
of the indiscriminate voter may not at all coincid; with
what a delegate is going to do under the influence of a hectic
national convention Neither can one judge the reaction
which the “old guard” opposition to Willkie may have. That
opposition may be able to pull the strings when convention
time comes, or it may arouse popular indignation to the point
where the effect may have quite the opposite result from
what the “old guard" intends. However we may view Wendell
Willkie there is no “pussy-footing” on his part—to use an ex
pression made famous by “Teddy” Roosevelt.
If the Germans seek to make a re
ligious issue of the Allied bombing cf the
UNDER A
RELIGIOUS Benedictine Monastery in Italy it will ap
parently avail them very little for high
MASK
Catholic dignitaries declare that the bomb
ing w’as due to German disregard for the sacredness of this
monument to religion and that the use of the abbey as an
observation post made bembing and shelling inevitable.
President Roosevelt was absolutely right when he declared
that “our men’s lives count infinitely more than the destruc
tion of a famous building.” Using the monastery to war ends
was what might be expected from the designing Huns but they
did not get away wit/h it.

Far from pleasing is the Census BuWHY DIDN’T reau’s report that Maine’s population has
KNOX COUNTY dropped 7.3 percent during the past year.
GAIN?
Only four counties showed increases—Cum
berland, Sagadahoc, Lincoln and York—
due, it was stated, to the shipyard industry. Knox County,
With a population given as 22,875. is down 15.8 percent, not
easily understandable, because of the two shipyards which
have been giving emplcyment to around 2500 men. To be
sure many of the men cn the Rockland and Camden pay
rolls are not residents of Knox County.
The present Winter has already proWATCH OUT vided us with enough disagreeable weather
FOR THE
to make us forget the remarkably fine seaTWENTY-NINTH sons we were having just prior to 1943. and
we cannot help wondering how much more
is in store. Was the extra day tucked into this month for the
purpose of another big storm? We shall see.
There will be general satisfaction that
Americans have pushed the Fourth War
Loan over the top. But the oversubscribing
of the $14 000.000, COO quota cannot lead
thoughtful citizens to any take-it-easy atti
tude. For the sales to individuals—both as to dollar totals
and numbers of individual purchasers—were far below hopedfor levels. And buying by individuals is the most vital part
of war-bond drives, from the standpoint both of morale and
of sound finance.
Probably individual bond buying will rise in the remainder
of the month to fill the quotas in most States. Eut the
thoughtful citizen cannot be satisfied even with the most suc
cessful bond drive. Bonds don’t really pay for the war; they
actually put off paying for it. Citizens must ultimately be
taxed to pay themselves interest on these bonds and to re
deem them. America is paying less than half the cost of the
war as it gees. Some folks think the Nation is doing well to
pay $42,000,000,000 this year in taxes, b ut others, looking at
the $58,000,000,000 deficit would be happier if taxes were
raised to pay half the bill.—Christian Science Monitor.

BELOW
HOPED-FOR
LEVELS

And If it’s dancing that’s your treat
Then I shall Just once more repeat
’The ball ls the 18th, on Friday night
And you may dance at your delight
To the Southern Caspedlans
A ‘hep class of human beings’!”
So, come one Come all!
•
Enjoy yourselves!
Just see the shining lllly belles.
And never once will you regret
That you enjoyed yourself—you bet! ! I
—Merliyn Sutcliffe
o o o o

Ifs like the
smell of home
cooking to a

soldier
When he stops in on his furlough
and sees these smart styles that
we have for Spring,
yes . . . and one of these fine
days he’ll be picking himself out
one of these beauties. We have
them now for civilians and we
hope to have twice as many
when the fighting men lay their
pistols down.

The—

SPRING SUITS ANO
TOPCOATS
are ready right now

$27.50 to $45.00
GIRLS’ SKI JACKETS
s $9.00
GIRLS’ WOOL PLAID

SHIRTS
$5.00

GREGORY’S.

Top-To-Toe Outfitters

TEL. 294
|
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

Tuesday-Friday
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A Valentine Party was enjoyed
on Valentine’s Day by members of
the Junior typewriting class. Names
were drawn and each student typed
a Valentine with an original verse,
these verses being read) at the end
of the period by each recipient A
member of tlie class presented Mrs.
Spear with a valentine containing
a suitable verse which was greatly
enjoyed by all.—The Gruesome
Twosome.
• • • •
The Annual Ice Carnival was
held at Community Park with
Douglas Gerrish in charge. Mar
garet Valenta was timekeeper, Mr.
Bowden, referee, Franklin Blais
dell was storekeeper and present
ed the winners with blue ar.d red
ribbons, and Walter E. Spear. Sr.,
was judge. The events: Senior
High boys, skating, two laps, won
by Alfred Storer in 36 seconds;
bojTs’ jump, won by Charles Stone
with 16.8 feet; second, ’Wendell
Webber, with 13 feet, and third,
Paul Marston with 12'j feet. The
6th g rade skating one lap. won fcy

WE WILL BUY

GOOD CLEAN
USED CARS
Six Cylinders Only

5Ft!

feob Gardner, second place, Don
ald Johnson. The last event w’as
the Senior High skating relay. Al
fred
Storer,
Warren George,
Charles Stone and Wendell Web! ber came in first and Sherwln
Sleeper, Clifford Cameron, Morris
Perry and Douglas Gerrish came
in second.—'Aimee Karl and Lu
cille Mank.
• • • •
Onni Kangas made an outstand
ing record in shorthand this week
by passing the 140-word Gregg
Transcription Test. Winners of the
100-word award are Shelby Glendenning, Alice Hall, Doris McIntyre,
Christine Newhall, and Elsie Nor
ton. Bernice Stanley and Doro
thy Robertson have W'on 80-word
awards.
• • • •
I
Members of the Junior typewrit
ing class who have already passed
the State requirements in typewrit
ing are Barbara Allen, Vina Delmcnico, and Lois Clark.
• • • •
Wednesday morning. Mr. Star-,
tevant’s Physics Class gave a radio
skit. “How to get more light for
ycur money.’’ The announcer.
Paul Shannon John Brann; the
scientist. Dr. Philips Thomas. Don
ald Philbrook; a woman, Betty
Hempstead. The skit w’as an edu
cational one. telling cf ways to save
the light bill and also save eye
sight. It was sent to Mr. Sturte
vant by the Westinghouse School
Service which iS making a campaign
to educate the public in the electri
cal field. T he skits are in a series
ar.d the class plans to put on an
other soon. Th e name of the next
skit to be produced is “Electronics
at Work.” We hope to continue
with this project throughout the
year —Edith Carr.
• • • •
The above program was spon
sored by the Juilior Class Play
group. “Thumbs Up” The com(Continued on Page Five)

The War Department has sent
word to Mr. and Mrs. Edison Metcalf of Rcckland that their son. Pvt.
Maynard H. Metcalf, was seriously
wounded Jan. 15 in the Gilbert
Islands. Pvt. Metcalf entered the
Army in February’. 1913. He w’as a
member of the Corps of Engineers.
Pvt. Metcalf has been awarded the
Purple Heart.
• • • •
Mrs. Lillian Procter (formerly of
Tenant’s Harbor) has followed the
sea for 14 years, and has now' signed
up fcr overseas duty. Hats off to
our seafaring women.
• * • »

The new address of Albert Harjula is; 1st Co. OTC, Atlanta Ord
nance Depot, Barracks 401 Atlan
ta, Ga.
• • • •
The address of Pvt. Arthur C.
Burns, son of Mr. and1 Mrs .E A.
Bums of Friendship, is: 2125 Qm.
Trk, Co., AVN, Gist, Ser. Gp,
ASCTC Fresno, 2 Calif.

tember and is now back on active
duty. His present address is: Carporal Douglas G. Mills 31217587
3230th Ordnance Dept. Co., Camp
Davis, North Carolina.
• • • •
Cpl. Norman Cunningham, young
est son of Ben Cunningham ctf
Searsmont, recently received the
award of the Purple Heart. Cpl.
Cunningham is serving ln the
European area.
■ • • •

Carleton Wooster, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ansel Wooster of 34 Holmes
street, Rockland, has been promoted
from private to technical corporal.
His new address may be obtained
froQi his parents. Censorship rules
prevent the publication of his ad
dress.
• • • •
The address of Pvt. Evans L.
Telman of Rockville is: Co. D, 22d
Bn, 7th Rgt. TRTC, Ft. McClellan,
Albaama.

• ♦ ♦ •

Cpl. Freeman Gushee returned
Monday to Camp Breckinridge, Ky.
after a furlough cf one week, spent
with his wife at the home of his
parents,, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Gushee, Appleton. While home he
made the acquaintance of his
three months’ old' daughter—Gloria
Lorraine.
• • • •
Mrs. Josephine Waldron of Rock
land has received the purple heart
W'hich was awarded her husband
Pvt. Sumner R. Waldron, posthu
mously for military merit, and
wounds received in action which re
sulted in his death in Italy Nov. 30,
1943.
• • • •
Sidney Simmons, S2c, has com
pleted1 recruit training at the New
port, R. I., Naval Training tation.
After spending a short leave with
his family at South Waldoboro he
reported at the Armed Guard’s
School, Little Creek, Virginia for
further training.
• * • •
Eino Harris, S 2c, of 16 Philbrook
avenue, Rockland; Donald Huntley,
S 2c of 16 Simmons street, Rock
land and Arnold Leroy McConchie,
S 2c of 26 Clarendon street, Rock
land, completed recruit training
course at the Naval Training Sta
tion, Sampson, N. Y., this week.
• • • •
Word has been received that Cor
poral Douglass Mills has been dis
charged from the Nichols General
Hospital. Louisville, Ky., where he
has been a patient since last Sep-

War Fund Chairman
Knox County Red Cross Is
Rapidly Arranging Set-up
For the Drive
Preparing for the nation-wide
Red Cross War Fund campaign,
which opens the first of March,
several Knox County branch com
mittees have reported names for the
War Fund chairmen:
Vinalhaven—Mrs. I. Scott Little
field.
Appleton—Mrs. Gertrude Moody.
Rockland—Arthur F. Lamb.
Friendship—Mrs. Jessie Simmons.
St. George—Mrs. H. H Hupper.
North Haven, Virgil Hinckley.
Washington—Mrs. Harriet Jones.
Union—Irven Rich and John
Creighton.
Matinicus—'Mrs. Arthur Philbrook
and Mrs. Harold Bu:iK< r.
Knox County’s share ctf the na
tion-wide goal of $200,000,COO is
$26 500. The money will be used to
comfort and help our own men,
either by local expenditures, or by
the national set-up within our
country or overseas. The able men
and women who assume this ar
duous duty are to be thanked by
every family which has a man in
uniform. Were this fact better un
derstood, some of our permanent
Branch Chairmen would have less
trouble getting he’p at this critical
season of the y.-er.
Keryn ap Rice, Chatm an.

NOT JUST SPECIALS
FOR SATURDAY
But Values You Will Find Any Day
at the

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
3-Piece Maple Bedroom Sets
from $99.50 to $189.00
•

<J- <

_

•

'

3-Piece Mahogany Bedroom Sets

Former Camden Man With
Brilliant Career, Now
Heads the N.E.S.C.
Andrew B. Sides, executive vice
president of tlie New England
Shipbuilding Corporation since last
September, assumed the presidency
of the shipyard Wednesday, succeed
ing Chester L. Churchill, who re
signed to assume new duties for the
Todd Shipyards Corporation, the
management announced.
Sides, a native of Waldoboro, who
worked his way up from clerk to
vice president of the Eastern Steam
ship Lines, became secretary of NE
9C in January, 1943. At the out
break of the war he had established
his own steamship and steamship
brokerage firm in Boston, where he
was New England representative ctf
the Todd Shipyard Corporation.
The shipyard executive entered
the employ of Eastern Steamship
Lines, Inc., in 1C02. He became vice
president in charge of operations
In 1921. During World War 1 he
served overseas as an officer in the
Army Transportation Corps. In 1930
he left the steamship company to
become a general executive for
Thompson’s Spa in Boston.

Have A New “Super”
W. H. & L. D. Betz Name
Harold J. Smith For That
Position
W. H. & L. D. Betz have an
nounced' th© appointment of Har
cld J. Smith as superintendent of
their Rockland plant.
Mr. Smith replaces R. J. Nagle
who has been retired by the com
pany after many years of faithful
service.
Mr. Smith, a resident of Rock
land, has been associated) with
W. H. & L, D. Betz for the past
seve» years. In his new capacity
he will be responsible fcr all op
erations in connection with the
Rcckland plant, including produc
tion, and personnel relations.

A&P Stores will remain closed
Tuesday, February 22,
Washington's Birthday.

, VALUES
sLw"r, Sr“»

jt
A ’ ’ u y exPire R
?9 Ky.’ Feb19 At A&P.
«Ws C,H,

au
SUPER

GREEN GlANT

3-Piece Walnut Bedroom Sets
from $129.00 to $395.00
• -------------

18®
Grape Jelly
Preserves ^Xs
28‘
Grape Jam
jar 17®

wiaiD

“Sandman” (nationally advertised)

$27.50

A mattress you cannot afford to be without
We Jiave a very fine display of BOX SPRINGS to

fit any size bed and any size pocketbook. Make your
selection of Springs and Mattresses now before the
Spring rush.

Still have left a few

BABY CARRIAGES,

from $9.95 up

PLAY PENS,

$11.95, $13.95

CHOWDER
SNOW’S-6 pts

yf COST
IH FRtt

i$HtS«*

The big package offers

extra savings on this
top quality macaroni.

To save precious ration

stamps . . . serve a few
meals of Ann Page Mac
aroni or Spaghetti each
week. They're delicious,
nourishing . . . and low
in price, too.

Made
with
fancy
seminolc.. .thin-walled
for
quick
cooking

U. $. COVEtNMENT SAYS: “fat Mors Unrol'Olfctf Food,
"To help the bsnlefron,... to bring
victory sooner... the folk, on the
home front are asked to eat more of

the no-point and low-point foods,
Plan several meals with these foods
each week!’’

FLORIDA MEDIUM SIZE

ORANGES 2 -49
CALIFORNIA

2

CARROTS
TEXAS

Ration News

Spinach

GREEN STAMPS G, H
and J EXPIRE SAT.,
FEBRUARY 19 at A&P.

3

lbs

25*

HEAD

25‘

SNOW WHITE

Cauliflower

GREEN STAMPS K, L&M
valid through March 20.

CALIFORNIA ICEBERG

Lettuce 2
Broccoli

BROWN STAMPS V, W
and X valid through Feb.
26. Stamp Y good through I
March 20.

1T
19C

hds

lb

WHOLE or

FRESH HAMS
WHOLE or EUTT HALF-

13

4h

’ -

______________________

c

EITHER HALF

5 POINTS

LB

SHANK HALF-3 POINTS

O7C

WHOLE or
EITHER HALF

COOKED HAMS
WHOLE or BUTT HALF-7 POINTS

LB

UI

SHANK HALF-5 POINTS

Pork Loins

No Points Needed!

Diamiaa

filusL.
tffonn&L

29c

SMOKED-Lean,
Mi'dly Cured 2 pis.

I ICniwS

OQC

45/
PklAbAAA
FANCY BROILING or 4| CC
bnlCKGnS FRYING-No/ts-LB 45)
I awooolo Easha a Boned & Rolled If A EC
LB

Lsmo rOFCS Desired 3 pts-LBAU

SALTINES 2=S 29'

DIamiAO FRESH-Lean, WellAQc
I ICniCS Trimmed 2 points LB 4 tf
BEST CENTER
ggc
Pork Chops CUT-8 points LB I
Sliced Bacon XSS, 39'
Pork Liver fAK?D1.

ONE POUND BOX 15c

GRAHAMS BOX 29s
ONE POUND BOX 15c

PEANUT BUTTER
ner 2 LB <37"
4 I JAR tf I

SULTANA
1 LB JAR

17 OZ

8 POINTS
CAN 15®
Peas
ASP
NO. 2! j
Spinach 10 POINTS CAN 18®
IONA
NO. 2
Spinach 8 POINTS CAN ltf
.A&P GRADE A NO. 2!>
Squash 15 POINTS CAN iic
SUNNYFIELD 2 POINTS
Beans red kidney 1 lb pkg 11®
SUNNYFIELD 2 POINTS
PEA
1 LB PKG 10®
Beans
Shell Beans 8 X. n°an 14®
Ocean Spray 6 POINTS 4 "fp
Sauce Cranberry 16 OZ JAR | f
Cherries “XXSVS
34'
Tom. Joice T'hSX ” Sz 46'
kGold Seal QT. A«fl Q
Prune Juice 3 points BOT db I
Campbell’s IO1 j OZ
Tom. Soup 4 points CAN 9C

Ann Page .16 OZ
4 points
JAR

from $110.00 to $400.00

LAYER FELT MATTRESS,

Andrew Sides’ Rise

V/2

NO.
CAN

25®
Fish Chowder KhVcK 25'
Natural-1 5 AAC
Asparagus A&P
pts.-NO. 2 CAN 40
19 OZ < EC
Pea Beans 8 B&M
points GLASS I U
Dan■«-»Rl'LTANA
6 points
ftp
DcdlSS REO KIDNEY 16 OZ CAN 9
A&P GOLCEN
NO 2 m AC
Corn
SWEET
CAN I 4
Pa.H
*iP WHOLE
Corn KERNEL-10 ptsl c%M4c
VUlH
NO. 2
A&P WHOLE
CAN 17®
Beets
3 points
SCOTT COUNTY
QC
Carrots DICED 4 pts—16H OZ
12 OZ
MAIZ
CAN 13®
Niblets DEL
8 points
IONA
NO 2
Tomatoes 10 points CAN 11®
A&P Grade A-15
Tomatoes ptS.-NO. 2H CAN 21®
EARLY JUNE
NO. 2 < 41C
Peas WINSOME
—10 pts
CAN 14

PLAIN RYE
VIENNA LOAF
RAISIN BREAD
100X WHOLE WHEAT
CRACKED WHEAT
PURE VEGETABLE
SHORTENING

dexo
WHOLE
A&P KERNEL CORN
AfcP COLDEN
SWEET CORN
FAMILY FLOUR
FLOUR-Newly
PILLSBURY’S
10 POINTS

10 POINTS

SUNNYFIELD-NEWLY

ENRICHED-25 LB BAG

Enriched

25 LB
BAG

READY MIXED

WHITEHOUSE

EVAP. MILK
I44OZ A’TC

One Brown
Point Each

3 CANS

II

MAXENE

AI.III Po*der

Vlllll Seasoning

l!a°Z 14®
PKG

ANN PAGE POWOERED

Chili Seasoning

10®

PKG

CHEF BOY-AR-DEE-3 POINTS

Mushrooms* oczE 10®
CHEF BOY AR-DEE

Spaghetti

31®

6%=

WITH MEAT SAUCE

63e
14e
12*
1.14
1.45
6 OZ

BREADING
PKG 9®
Golden Dint
Herbox BOUILLON Cubes VEGETABLE 7®
8 OZ
Cando Silver Polish
JAR 17®
10 OZ
French’s Bird Seed
^12®
PKG
French’s sa"” Mustard 9ja°rz 14®
9 OZ
JAR 8®
Ann Page Mustard

tf CulflS

ANN PAGE—With Pork
Boston Style—6 point*

16jXR°r10®
’/J lB

Nectar Tea PekoeP.4ko°:,n‘- PKG 34®
H ib oie
PKG tf I
Our Own Tea
LARGE I
PKG 24®
Soapine

THE ALL - PURPOSE SOAP-FOR LAUNDRY, DISHES AND BATH.

IVORY
MEDIUM
SIZE - CAKE

SOAP

Uf£ 3«“29‘
6

Del Monte Sliced

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
'‘The Home of Better Furniture"

ROCKLAND, MAINE
Established Over 100 Years

Pineapple 30 pts-NO. 2 CAN 21®
A&P Sliced NO 2^|
Peaches 30 points CAN 27®
EVEREADYFRUIT 4
Cocktail 24 pts —NO. 1 CAN I 0
28 points Aj|P
Pineapple JUICE
A&P 46 OZCAN,
134®
15 OZ
Raisins
PKG 12®
A&P SECOND 1 3 OZ
Raisins 4 points
PKG 14®

CRISCO
1 LB
JAR

24'« 68

5 POINTS

15 POINTS

IVORY FLAKES
LARGE

PKC

23

_ _ _ .THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO
PriCM lubject to ©arks!

rl<bt to UmU QuartUttea,

y

TALK OF THE TOWN

Feb. 19—Finnish leap year dance,
Glover hall. Warren.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feto. 22 Lincoln Baptist Convention,
First Baptist Church. Rockland.
Feb. 22 -Kiwanis Club dance, Com
munity Building, Benefit War Honor
Boll Fund.
Feb. 22—Hospital Auxiliary benefit
card party at Bqk Home for Nurses.
Feb. 23--Ash Wednesday, Lent begins.
Feb. 25—World Day of Prayer
Feb. 25 - Firemen's Ball In Camden
Opera House.
Feb. 27—Ration tokens go Into eftfect.. •
March 6—Lady Knox Chapter Guest
meeting in evening, Universalist ves
try.
March 6-9—Farm and Home Week at
U. of M. College of Agriculture.
March 8—Fourth Quarterly Confer
ence at Waldoboro Methodist Church.
March 8—Governor Bewail
guest
speaker at Waldoboro Lions Club,
Meenahga Grange hall.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
March 17—High School minstrel show
In Warren.
April 9—Easter Sunday.
April 13-14—Republican State Con
vention In Bangor.
May 25-27- Annual Convention of
Mawie Federation of Music Clubs, at
Rockland.

The National 1944 Victory Gar•den Campaign will be announced
by Secretary of Agriculture, Claude
Ft. Wickard, on the National Coun
cil of State Garden Clubs’ Garden
Club Meeting of The Air, Saturday,
Feb. 26 at 1 p. in. over a Mutual
Network from Station WOR. Mrs.
E. Wesley Frost of Fayetteville,
Ark., National Council President,
will speak on the Victory Garden
Work of the Council’s 175.000
garden club members, of whom
3000 are enrolled1 in the Garden
Club Federation of Maine.
_____
»'
„
• •
Knox Lodge, 1.0 OF , will enter
tain members of Miriam Rebekah
Lodge and friends Thursday night.
Monda ynight Knox Lodge will work
the first degree on three candidates.
Horace A. Hildreth, Portland at
torney, president of the Maine Sen
ate and Republican candidate for
Governor, will be the speaker at
Rotary Club meeting this noon.
Members of the local club making
up meetings outside the State re
cently were: Henry B. Bird at Mi
ami; Dr. Alvin W. Foss at Lake
Worth; Leforest A. Thurston at St.
Petersburg, Fla., and Edwin L.
Brown at Boston. Provided Lucius
E. Jones does not miss today’s meet
ing. he will have eleven years of
100-percent attendance to his credit.

L‘

Major Ellery D. Preston, well
known Rockland flyer, who was
awarded the Air Medal and Oak
Leaf duster in 1943, arrived home
Mondlay and is visiting his wife,
Mrs. Clemice Blackington Preston,
cf Shaw avenue, Rockland. Ma
jor Preston recently came from an
overseas mission. On a 20-uays’
furlough, he flew from New Mexico
ot Boston. Major Preston said he
was some two hours longer coming
bj rail from. Boston than was his
trip by air from Chicago to Boston,
with stops at Detroit andi New
York.

BEANO
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
8.15 o'clock

MASONIC TEMPLE HALL
Auspices MOTOR CORPS GIRLS

lOlFtf

Poultry Wanted

Live Poultry Wanted
Highest Prices Paid for AU Kinds

of Live Poultry
Trucks Call for Large Amounts

Maine Poultry Co.
TEL. 2-2202,

Pane Three
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' Tuesday-Friday

BANGOR, ME.
2-tf

FOR RENT OR SALE
Eight-Room House, at 560 Old
County Road. Write to

JAMES TAYLOR
139 Cumberland Ave., Portland, 3 Me

12*15

Clinton F. Thomas
OPTOMETRIST
Has opened an office for

Pitting Glasses at
492 OLD COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND. ME.
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 P. M.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND
SATURDAY
PHONE 590-M

81-tf

Stores, generally, mull be closed
To Join The Navy
Scouts’ Honor Roll
Tuesday, Washington's Birthday.
Other places to be closed all day
are: Farm Bureau office. Public Li Ship Red Jacket Has 23 Thirteen Young Men Left For
brary Department of Health, State
Induction Center This
Members In the Armed
Liquor store and Chamber of Com
Morning
Forces
merce office. Places to be open are:
U. S. Employment office. Internal
Thirteen Knox County men, an
Joshua N. Southard, skipper ol
Revenue office, Rationing and War Troop 209-A, Sea Scout Ship Red swering Call No.Fl, for service in
the Navy, left Rockland this mornPrice Board office and Selective
Jacket, announced today that 23 i ing for the induction center in
Service System office.
members of the troop were in the Portland. Mr. Bodman was the
A pleasing greeting comes to The armed forces and merchant marine, cnly volunteer in the group. The
Courier-Gazette from Dr. and Mrs. including two wno are studying at leader in charge was Clifford W.
A W. Foss, who are at Lake Bowdoin College for service.
Oliver.
Worth, Fla. They were recently
The list:
Heading the list is Capt. Thomas
in Miami, wheTe Dr. Foss attended J. Sweeney, founder of the troop
(V) Edmondl William Bodman,
Rotary Club meeting. They report ship, and who is to leave shortly to Rockland.
ed crowded traveling conditions,
Horace Roland Grover, Rockland.
take command of a new cargo ves
especially on buses.
sel of the merchant marine. The
Albert Joseph Sullivan, Rockland.
present
active
membership
of
the
Maynard
Elmer
Whitehouse,
For many weeks past Billy Scho
troop
is
22,
J.
Alton
(
“
Puff
”
)
Perry
Camden.
field has been saving up for a wrist
watch, and Tuesday afternoon, the of Grace street is the first mate of
Perley Ernest Niles. Rockland.
goal attained, disaster came with the ship.
Clifford) William Oliver, Rock
The present honor roll consists of
the loss of the billfold containing
land.
$16 between the lad’s Oak street the following: Capt. Sweeney, Miles Raymond Wesley Brann., Rockhome and Perry’s Market. The Sawyer, Richard Spear, John Flint, , land.
Schofield telephone number is Arthur Sullivan, Eugene Fales, in
Una John Korpinen, Rockland.
the merchant marine; Douglas
484-W . Nuff sed!
Alfred Woodbury Kinney, St.
Cooper, Donald Brewster, Robert
George.
Smalley, Joseph Wilkie, Charles
BORN
Joseph Allen Richards, Thomas
Rowling—At Vinal Maternity Home, .Carr, Dudley Harvey, in the Navy;
ton.
Feb 16, to Mr. and Mrs. Philip Row
Elmer Small, Roland Hayes, in the
ling—a daughter.
Richard Irving Fales, Cushing.
Hooper—At Vinal Maternity Home, coast
guard;
Milton Robarts,
Adelbert
Crockett Lane, Rock
Feb ITT to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Hooper,
Charles Weed, Charles Libby, Jo port.
a daughter.
Condon—At Knox Hospital, Feb. 17,
to Mr. and Mrs John J. Condon, a son seph Anastasio, Wilf’ed Mills, Ed
Joseph Keating Wilkie, Rockland.
Jenkins—At Needham. Mass.. Jan. 28. ward G. Williamson, Jr., Paul Treto Mr. and Mrs John Jenkins of Ston
han, in the Army, and Charles H.
ington. a son—James Derbyshire.
A new floor of battleship linoleum
McGuire—At Castine, Feb. 5. to Mr. Whitmore, Jr., and Byron Keene, at
in green and: brown squares, has
and Mrs Robert McGuire, of Stoning
Bowdoin College.
ton, a son- Robert Joseph, Jr.
been laid at the Fox Lunch. The
Rackliff—At Clark Island. Feb. 2, to
The "Red Jacket” troop-ship is walls have been redecorated in.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Rackliff, a
daughter- Judith Dianne.
sponsored by the Rockland Lions pebble gray with trim of red. The
Noyes—At Knox Hospital. Feb. 15. to
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Noyes of Rockport, Club. The present committee in floor was laid by the Trinidad Sales
a son.
Ingerson—At Knox Hospital. Feb. 14. charge for the sponsor consists of: Co , and the decorating by Ernest F.
to Mr. and Mrs Donald L. Ingerson. a J. N. Southard, A. W. Gregory, W. Wiitty. Mr. Witty was formerly one
son —Caslet-on Charles.
Ratten—At the Bradbury Memorial F. Senter, C. E Ludwick, J. F. Bur of the keepers at the Breakwater
Hospital In Belfast. Feb. 12. to Mr. and gess, B . Burgess and W. R. Vir.al.
lighthouse, having served at that
Mrs Ernest W. Ratten of Searsmont,
a daughter- Emily Christie,
location nine years.
MARRIED

Mrs. John T. Varasky is employed

First National Stores will be

Davis-Robbins—At Rockland, Feb. 16. as cashier at Newbert’s Restaurant. closed1 all day Tuesday, Washing
Alden N Davis and Grace M Robbins,
both of Rockland—by Rev. John Smith
ton's Birthday.
Lowe.
Joshua N. Southard, a Justice of
Traonstein-Tillson—At South Port
The new address of Pfc. Barnard
land. Feb. 12. Maurice Trannsteln, the peace, was appointed a bail
Jr., of Portland and Leah M. Tillson, commissioner, Feb. 14, by Robert A. Benovibch of Rockland is: ASNformerly of Thomaston—by Rev. Na
thaniel Guptlll.
Cony, justice, presiding at the Feb 31217221, 341st Harbor Craft Co.,
Winslow-Clough—At Rockland. Feb.
17. Richard Leroy Winslow and Eliza ruary term of Superior Court. His Camp Gordon Johnston, Fla.
beth Frances Clough, both of Rock appointment is for a seven years’
land- -by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald.
Miss Avis M. Maloney of Warren
Conway-Oliver—At Kentucky. Feb. term.
12. Pfc. Raymond Conway of' Rock
reported in Portland Monday to go
land and Miss Dorothy Oliver of
on active duty in the WAC at Fort
Nashville. Tenn.
Prescott-Deane—At Miami., Fla.. Feb.
Oglethorpe, Ga., where she will re
3. Pfc. Elmer Prescott of Whitefield,
Miss Carrie E. Wallace has receive basic training.
and Virginia E. Deane of Rockport—
umed
home from Friendship.
by Rev. W. G. Stracener.
Draper-Jackson—At Rockland. Feb.
Mrs. Hilda Bedell suffered a bro
Corp. Carl B. Oxton of the AAF
14, James Robert Draper and Sylvia
Q. Jackson, both of Rockland,—by ken left wrist in a recent fall on in Alaska, is spending a furlough
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald.
McCullough-Johnson—At
Rockland. the ice.
in Rockland with his wife, and in
Feb 15. John McCullough Jr. of Lex
Warren,
with his parents, Mr. and
ington. Mass, and Agnes Johnson of
D.U.V. Beano, G. A. R. hall, Mon
Rockland.—by Rev. J. Charles Mac
Mrs. E. V. Oxtcn and other rela
Donald.
day 2.15.—
14-lt
Mathieson-Payson—At the First Bap
tives.
tist Church. Rockland. Feb.------, Louis
R Mathtcson of Minneapolis and Mias
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Vera Payson cf Ingraham Hill—by Rev.
Feb. 22. Washington’s Birthday,
J. C. MacDonald
TWENTY FIVE pigs for sale, any the Surgical Dressing rooms will not
Richards-O'Neil—At St.
Bernard's
Church. Rockland, Feb. 11. Joseph A. size. PETER EDWARDS. Limerock St. be open at night.
14-16
Richards and Lois H. O'Neil, both of Tel 806J.
Thomaston.—by Rev. Archie D. Gillis.

CUSHING

DIED
Johnson—At St. George. Feb. 15,
Barney Johnson, age 57 years, 1 month,
3 days. Funeral services Friday at
2.30 at Davis funeral home, Thomas
ton.
Barrows—At New York, Feb. 16.
Walter H. Barrows. Committal service
at Camden Tomb Sunday at 12.45
p m.
Hawes—At the Bradbury Memorial
Hospital, in Belfast. Feb. 15. Mrs. Ida
M .Hawes of Augusta and Searsmont,
aged 87 years
Gould—At Wakefield, Mass., Feb. 13,
Mrs John Harold Gould, aged 70 years.
Burial in Holbrook

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere
thanks to our many friends and
neighbors for the cards and expres
sions of sympathy during our recent
bereavement.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph E. Hunt, Son
and Daughter.
*
CARD OF THANKS
We take this way to express our ap
preciation and thanks to all for the
thought and assistance given us in the
loss of our father and brother, Rock
land L. Jones Particularly to Mrs. B.
F. Smith for the care given him while
at. her Nursing Home and to Dr E. L.
Scarlott for his faithful attendance.
We also express our thanks for the
profusion of flowers, with especial
mention made of the beautiful piece
sent by the Old Neighbors at The
Highlands.
Mr. and Mrs. H. O Heistad, Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest P. Jones, Chester B.
Jones.
CARD OF THANKS
Wo wish to express sincere thanks
to our many friends and relatives for
their kindness at the time of the ill
ness and death of our dear mother
and sister, Jennie M. Winslow; for
the cards, expressions of sympathy,
marfy beautiful floral tributes and
for the use of cars.
Son. Ernest R. Winslow; sister, Mrs.
A. L. Vose; brothers, John Delano and
Gardner pplano.
•

Rev. Ruth Mathias
Scientific Advisor
Send FIVE QUESTIONS
$1.00 and STAMPED ENVELOPE
to CONFIDENTIAL LETTER

SERVICE of HEALTH AND
HAPPINESS CLUB PLAN, INC.
P. O. BOX 550. OLD TOWN, ME.
Personal Interview Included
PROMPT REPLY ASSURED
6F28

J. A. JAMESON CO.
WEEK-END AND HOLIDAY SPECIALS
Fancy Young Native Fowl.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb

.40

They are nice to roast or fricassee

Little Pig Pork to Roast, either end.. .. .. .. lb. .32
Pocket Honeycomb Tripe.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb .25
Waldo County Potatoes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 100 lbs 2.60
Native Fresh Eggs .... large .42; medium .37
Johnson Y. E. Beans.. .. .. .. .. . qt .25; peck 1.90
Native Red Kidney Beans .... qt .23; peck 1.75
Dry Lima Beans.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb .17
Waldoboro Sauer Kraut• .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..• .. .. . 2 lbs .25
Salted Dandelions.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lbs .35
Wonderful Turnips.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb .02

Lincoln Baptists

.70

Good eating, make wonderful pies and sauce

Large Cans Pumpkin.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 15
Large Cans Squash.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 17
Alice makes wonderful pies of these

Baxter Pod Run Peas.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 17
Baxter Cut Refugee Beans—No Points.. .. .. .. .. . 17
Fancy Maine Cream Style Corn.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 15
Fancy Horticultural Shell Beans.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 16
Baxter’s Baked Beans.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 19
Large Cans Pineapple Juice.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 44
No. 2 Cans .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
18
Large Cans Grape Fruit Juice.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 37
No. 2 Cans.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 17
Large Cans Tomato Juice.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . -26
Small Cans.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Large Cans Hulled Corn—No Points.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . V8
15 oz. Bread and Butter Pickles.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 18
24 oz. Heinz Fresh Cucumber Pickles.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 29
Premium Soda Bread 1 lb pkg .19; 2 lb pkg .36
Crosse & Blackwell Orange Marmalade—No Points
1 lb jar.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 28; 2 lb jar.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 38
Guava Jelly .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. jar .29

Enid P. Johnson

The Lincoln Baptist Association
will meet in the First Baptist
Church, Rockland, Tuesday, with
sessions morning, afternoon and
evening.
A special feature of the meeting
will be the address of Miss Eqid
Johnson at the missionary hour,
commencing at 2.15. The sessions
will open at 10 a. m., with worship
period conducted by Rev. Melvin
II. Dorr of Camden, j
Arthur K. Walker of Rockport,
moderator, will preside at the busi
ness session at 10.30, and there will
be a sermon, “Righteousness Exalteth a Nation.” by Rev. H. L.
Skillin of Morrill at 11.40. Dinner
will be at 12.15.
Rev. Charles A. Marstaller will
conduct the worship period at 1.45;
Mrs. Martha Bishop of Warren will
conduct the missionary hour at
2.15; Chaplain John W. Myrose, U.
6. Coast Guard, Rockland, will give
an address at 3.30, and Rev. George
Bolster, district secretary of East
ern Maine, of Brewer, will be in
charge of the Workers’ Conference
at 4 o’clock. The topic of this con
ference will be “Me and My
Church.” Supper will be at 5.30. ,
"Rev. C. Vaughn Overman of
Rockport will conduct the prayer
and praise service at 7 o’clock. This
will be followed by special music
and reports of committees. Rev.
Clifton C. Walcott
the First
Baptist Church of Waterville, will
preach at 720, his subject being
“‘Where Liberty is Found.”
Miss Johnson, who has been in
charge of the Swatow Christian In
stitute was bom in La Monte, Mis
souri, and graduated from the
High School in the same town. She
then took the regular course and
did post graduate work at Warrenburg, Mo. Later she took courses at
the Universities of Missouri and of
California, along the lines of public
health and of foods. Her teach
ing experience was varied, being
partly in rural schools and for sev
eral years in*the primary grades
in Joplin and Webb City and in
the elementary grades in Dewev,
Oklahoma1 Her desire to become
a missionary teacher led heT to
study at the Baptist Missionary
Training School from which she
was graduated in 1912. She taught
for eight years in the Chinese Bap
tist Mission in San Francisco, from
which post she sailed in 1920 for
Swatow, South China.
Dr. C. H. Jameson will be away
from his office from Feb. 18 to Feb.
28—adv.

SPEAR HALL—8z00 P. M.

campaign begins this week)

For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, telephone 844,
517 Main street. Completq Philco
line.
60-tf

MAGAZINES
NEWSPAPERS
(By Subscription)

New, Renewal, and

Special Offers

“Ray” Sherman
76 Masonic St.,

Rockland, Me.

Phone 1168
Telephone or Write for Catalogue

We Have a Huge Supply of

FLOOR COVERINGS

A Buying Opportunity Seldom Offered in Wartime!
CONGOLEUMS
Every Size and Style

Free Game

Patterns up to and
including

WALDOtheatre

12x12
and

SUNDAY, MONDAY, FEB. 20,21
20th Century-Fox Film Corp.
Presents
Olivia de Havilland, Robert
Cummings, Charles Cobum,
Jack Carson, Jane Wyman,
Gladys Cooper and Nan Wyrni
in

12x15

CONGOLEUMS

ARMSTRONG’S

“PRINCESS O’ROURKE”

BIRD’S

(a delightful, romantic comedy)

WEDNESDAY ONLY, FEB. 23
Warner Brothers Presents
ERROL FLYNN, JULIE BISHOP
in

This,is not a catalogue offer—it is to pick your Floor

Coverings from the huge stocks now on our floors.

“NORTHERN PURStllT”
SATURDAY ONLY, FEB. 26
Two Full Length Pictures

in

Funeral Home

Tel. 662

Open AU Day Wednesday

TELS. 300—1174-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

9 CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

“HENRY ALDRICH
SWINGS IT”

Paramount Pictures Presents

Also on the program
GENE AUTRY
in

“IN OLD MONTEREY”

RARE ASSORTMENT OF REMNANTS

Here is a chance to get what you want at the price you want to pay!
EVERY TYPE OF FLOOR COVERING

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY
315-325 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

an

nounces Mrs. Anna Hardy, county
chib agent. The county Extension
agents of the University of Maine,
Ralph Wentworth, Miss Joyce John
son and MrA Hardy will visit the
rural schools in the county- to enlist
students in grades five and eight
inclusive who have facilities to pro
duce food.
The purpose of this 4-H Food for
Victory campaign is to secure
greater production of food for home
use in order to release more com
mercially produced food for city
people, the armed forces and our
allies. Pood shortages are expected
to be more pronounced during tliis
next year than last, especially if
large numbers of starving people are
released from Nazi domination.
Last year nearly 900 patriotic
young pecple in Knox and Lin
coln Counties responded to Uncle
Sam’s call to raise food as their
contribution to the war effort. The
total value of the food that they
produced or canned was $31,580.
Among other items, 4-H Club mem
bers canned 7191 pints of fruits,
meats, and vegetables; raised nine
baby beeves. 69 dairy calves, 88
hogs, and 6889 chickens; cared for
1376 hens; hnd grew 16 acres of
garden truck, 125 bushels of dry
beans, 1298 dozen sweet com, and
934 bushels of potatoes. Most of this
food wbs consumed at home with a
resulting reduction in the family
grocery bilL

February sale
floor coverings

Big Prizes on Evening Game
New Special and Chicken Dinner

On account of Tuesday Holiday, our store wiU be

743 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND1 TELEPHONE 17

Enrollment of boj's and girls in
Knox and Lincoln Counties in the
nationwide 4-H Food for Victory

Friday and Saturday Nights

JIMMY LYDON, CHAS. SMITH

Ambulance Service

Lieutenant William Edgar Peter
The Mairzy Doats made their de
son, USNR. 36, has been awarded but before the Rockland Lions Club
the Navy Cross for “extraordinary Wednesday, and with Dave Crockett
heroism" displayed while command
acting as interpreter the latest
ing a landing vessel. The decora
freak song hit was given passable
tion was awarded in the name of
rendition.
the President of the United States
The meeting resolved itself into
bj' Vice Admiral A. S. Carpender,
a debating society with “city man
USN, Commander Seventh Fleet,
agement” the topic under discus
'and was accompanied by the fol
sion. The principals were Dave
lowing citation:
'Crockett and C. Earle Ludwick for
“For distinguishing yourself by
the affirmative and Frank H. Ingra
j extraordianry heroism in action
ham and Frank T. Harding for the
against the enemy as Commanding
negative. The success of the sys
Officer of a Tank Landing Ship dur
tem in Camden, and the wrangling
ing an enemy air attack on your
which
f has resulted in some of the
ship. When your ship was attacked
Maine cities were stressed by the
by dive bombers from an altitude of
speakers, who. in addition to those
590 feet, your ship quickly and ac
already named, included Bill Kel
curately opened fire, destroying two
ley, J. N. Southard, Rev. E. O. Ken
enemy planes. When your ship re
yon and “Lucky Frank."
ceived a difbet bomb hit, causing
There was a general desire to have
serious fires to break out in com
a continuation of the debate after
partments containing ammunition
the members have had an opportu
and gasoline and wounding many of
nity to post themselves.
your crew; you, with outstanding
Visiting Lions were Dave Crock
leadership and courage, continued
ett and Bill Kelley of Camden and
to fight your ship heroically, or
A. Everett Libby of Vinalhaven.
ganized fire and rescue parties to
Bill Romanoff and Josh Southard
remove the wounded from the burn
will serve on the March entertain
ing compartments and extinguish
ment committee.
the fires, and saved your ship and
Gene Stoddard was in charge of
the lives of many of ycur crew.
the Wednesday program.
Your actions and conduct are in
keeping with the highest traditions
Liked State Master
of the Navy of the United States.”
Lieut. Peterson made '■■many
Despite the severe snowstorm,
friends in Camden and Rockland Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
while awaiting assignment to take met at Megunticook "with, a large
out A PC No. 15 from the Camden pttendance. Eight Pomona Granges
yard. He hopes to make Camden were represented at the afternoon
his home after the war.
session and seven subordinate
Granges at the evening meeting.
Capt. M. B. Robinson of the First
State Master E., Carrol Bean
Service Ccjjnmand, District No. 1, and Mrs. Bean coming from KenAugusta, presented a portfolio on duskeag were special guests of the
scouting to Company L, Maine afternoon and evening Mr. Bean
State Guard at their drill meeting in his pleasing manner, gave a
Wednesday night.
This portfolio very interesting and instructive
shows tiie lessons qbout scouting talk at both meetings.
At 6 o’clock everyone gathered
learned in actual combat in Tunisia,
Sicily and the South Pacific. Cap in the dining room, for a delicious
tain Robinson also showed the film supper, served under the capable
entitled, “A.W.OL.” A training film management of Sisters Sara Young,
“Baptism of Fire” is to be shown at Jessie Beverage and Elizabeth
next week’s meeting. Hie time of Mann of the Host Grange.
The tableaux, songs, stunts, reci
drill on Wednesday nights has been
tations,
discussions and talkie
changed to 7.30. Harold C. Peters
movies,
which
filled the afternoon
has been transferred back to the
and
evening
meetings
proved very
active list of members, and Millard
entertaining
to
young
and
old.
W. Genthner of Thomaston has en
The
next
Pomona
meeting
will be
listed in the company.
March 11.
Sleeper Bible Class will meet Mon
Public Beano, G A.R. hall, Tues
day with Mrs. Louis W. Fickett,
day, Feb. 22—2.15 P. M.
14* lt
Rankin street.

BEANO

Please order for delivery same day before 11 o’clock

J. A. JAMESON CO.

Food For Victory

Will Hear Missionary To Lieut. Peterson, Well Known Between the Mairzy Doats Enrollment of Boys and Girls
and the City Manager De
Here, Receives It For
In Knox and Lincoln Coun
China At Session Here
“Extraordinary Heroism”
bate ’Twas Live Session
Next Tuesday
ties Has Begun

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

BURPEE *

Rockland Lions

„ /

Cook up like apple sauce

Northern Spy Apples.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . peck

Awarded Navy Cross

TEL. 980

□

QUEENS DIE
PROUDLY -a
©. WHITS.
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pretty pleased with ourselves,” said
CHAPTER IX
Frank, “and I personally felt I
“I poured on every ounce of power had made headway settling my old
we had, and was about to turn for Philippine score. But in Java we
the getaway when I saw, just in found there were troubles ahead,
time, that old Jim, who had dropped and the least of these was that our
his bombs before I did, had al Navy was accusing us of bombing
ready started his turn to get off the their ships. They didn't say any of
target a few seconds before me. He them had been hit, just that they'd
had his plane reefed in to a turn so had to beat off an attack, and it
tight that his wing was practically occurred to me that this might ex
vertical, and I had to cock mine up plain all those fireworks which came
practically the same way to keep whooping up under our chins through
the overcast that night over the
out of his way.
“So then when we got disentangled Celebes Sea. But we were never
we put our planes into a slight dive sure. we said, ‘Then why don’t you
to outrun the pursuit behind us. tell"So
us where your ships are going
Those Zeros had started late off the
to be?’ but it seemed that had never
ground, but a Zero can climb fast— been
done—a ruling from the Navy
it has practically* no weight at all Department
in Washington. I guess
and can climb better than 5,000
those
guys
must
take some kind of
feet a minute. So we went into this
a
bomb-sight
oath
never to tell any
inclining dive to pick up speed and
thing
to
anybody
who
doesn’t wear
stretch our distance from the target
black shoes.
fast.
“But plenty more was going on.
“The next thing I did was to call It developed that our smash at the
down to the bombardier and the nav Jap fleet in Davao had been al
igator to come on up and tell me most too successful. Because Davao
what we'd done to the Japs. Gulp was no longer a safe base for them,
ing coffee and between chews of they had apparently boosted up
sandwiches, they told me arid my their schedule by two or three
co-pilot just how it had looked. Ly weeks. Our reconnaissance went
ing on their bellies and looking down clear up to the Davao area and re
and back, they’d been able to see ported nothing there; then we found
the tafget some minutes aftet we'd out the whole gang had moved out
left it.
together and they were off the coast
“They said it had been a sight to of Borneo, moving down into Macas
watch. A few of the Jap cruisers sar Strait, and it was clear they
and destroyers had managed to get intended to clean out Borneo—not
under way, and their wakes laced only because of our advance bases
the water in great spirals and sworls there, but because they wanted the
as they tried to dodge the bombs. rich oil fields at Tarakan and BalakAside from these few, they said, papan on the eastern coast of Bor
we'd caught the Japs absolutely flat- I neo, where the oil is so rich they say
footed. If there had been enough you can pump it right into the bunk
of us, we could have blown a chunk
of ships. Of course they’d built
out of their fleet they would never ers
up
big
oil reserves which they had
have recovered from.
bought from us before Pearl Har
“As it was, they had watched four bor, but now they were out to grab
direct hits on a Jap battleship, seen off some fields of their own.
pieces of debris flying in ivery di
“And who was going to stop them?
rection and smoke starting to bil
It was up to us tojry, because we
low up. In addition to this, our
squadron had sunk three smaller seemed to be the only force the
craft—two cruisers and a transport. I United Nations had in that area big
enough to tackle the Jap fleet.
“They said it was beautiful to j
“We were briefed before dawn—
watch. One of the ships was keel
told
everything that was known
ing slowly, another's nose was tilt
about
this big Jap gang of ships oft
ing up from a direct hit on her stern, |
rortheast
Borneo—and at 6:30 in
which was already under before we
tiie
morning
nine of us took off from
went out of sight.
"They said our bomb pattern had the Malang Field. We planned to
churned the whole area white with fly over the Java Sea and then in
spouts of foam, and what few ships land over Borneo, carrying to start
had their power up were running with an altitude of about 9,500 feet.
around like crazy. They said thou But about eight o’clock we hit a
sands of skilled personnel had been tropical front which was a night
killed or drowned, and also that mare—fog so dense you could hardly
we had torn hell out of the dock i see to light the tip of your cigarette.
“When we saw it coming ahead,
workers and docks at Davao Harbcr. j
each
V spread out a little, so we
"Only I don’t have time to gloat
long, for something approaching us wouldn’t collide. Only we didn’t
from ahead catches my eye through dream how dense and how long it
the windshield. It’s practically fly- | was going to be.
ing our course and our altitude, ex- ! “It was like trying to fly inside a
cept that it's off to the left. But am giant bale of cotton—so dense that
I seeing a ghost? It can’t be what I when you looked out at the side you
think it is, a Messerschmitt 110, the could barely see your own wing
kind that Ernst Udet told me all tips. And looking straight ahead,
about in Berlin when I visited there that bale of cotton seemed tightly
in 1934. There can't be a Messer packed against your windshield, only
schmitt 110 in thi3 hemisphere, it was a dull flat gray-white, like
but what else could it be with that the cotton I imagine they’d spin
'vinding sheets out of. And you’d
split tail?
"Anyway there it is, coming near
er and nearer. The Messerschmitt
110's have plenty of range, so the
Japs must be using her as a scout
plane. We've altered our course
from the phony one to the real one
which will bring us home. And now
this flying nightmare—out of its con
tinent and its hemisphere—has un
doubtedly seen us and can surely
figure out that we're headed for Bor
neo, where we must be based. And
just now is approaching us at an
angle wher£, if I dare to, I could
peel off my formation and give him a
lot of trouble.
“He doesn't alter his course and
I don’t alter mine; and after he's
passed the point where I could set
up a collision course with him, I
begin to come to my senses, to real
ize that I'm the pilot of a Plying
Fortress and my job is to get home
safely with these boys and this
plane, which was never designed to
engage in dogfights with Messerschmitts.
“We got back to Malang feeling

WHEN A COLD MAKES YOU

The gallant Dutch are burning np
their Borneo oil fields.

SPAMOL is SOOth[ to raspy, irried throats...helps
lieve coughing
isms due to colds
aids in loosening .
d bringing up i
legm. No sugar... I
i safe for diabetics. *
I narcotics__ it’s non-habit-forming;
itable for young and old.
TMke RESPAMOL as directed on the
>el, and if you don’t get prompt relief;
result your physician.
urantM r Four drudiist will refund
7 price if you are not satisfied.

stare inte the windshield, trying to
see how close you were to your wing
man, but there would only be that
flat white, squeezed tight against
your windshield, muffling every
thing. Then all of a sudden, the
wing of the plane ahead would come
surging into view out of that wind
ing sheet, so terribly big and close
that you would frantically jerk back
all four throttles to cut your power,
and begin fishtailing your rudder to
slow the big brute down a little,
praying. that by this you’d miss
crashing into the plane ahead at
least by a few yards.
“We’d been fighting through lt on

Instruments, because inside that cot
ton bale you couldn’t see stars or
ocean, and it took so much hard fly
_____ *$$»* J Fsornrih)
Makers of Unguentine’

ing that I was having my co-pilot
handle the power for me. If I
thought I was dropping behind the

rest, maybe I would get lost and
have to go over the target alone,
which by now we knew was a dan
gerous business, I’d say to him, ‘All
right, give me a little more mercury
notv—about four inches.’ Then when
I’d catch a glimpse of the plane
ahead I’d say: ‘Okay, now you can
bring it back to thirty inches. We’re
sitting okay—I can see him fine.’
And I could for a minute or so.
“Without warning I break into the
clear. I haven’t climbed over that
cloud, but instead have flown out
of one of the walls of an enormous
cloud canyon and am now flying
around in the clear air between the
precipices.
“Ahead of me looms the other can
yon wall. Maybe it’s thirty miles
away, maybe fifty—you can’t ever
judge the distance of a cloud, be
cause they don’t come in standard
sizes. But cloud canyons like this
one are one magnificent sight that
you never see any place except in
the high skies.
“Because, you see, the morning
sun was slanting down from behind
me, over the top of the canyon wall
out of which I had just come, to
hit the top half of the cloud-canyon
wall ahead. That top half might
have been built out of burnished
silver feather beds piled one on top
the other, and yet you looked again
and it seemed to be so firm it could
be carved of glistening ice or mar
ble.
“I am wondering if old Jim Is
also looking at all this when sud
denly his voice comes out of no
where into my earphones.
“ ‘Connally to Kurtz,’ he is call
ing.
“ ‘Kurtz answering Connally,’ I
say.
“ ‘Have you broken into the clear
yet?’ he asks.
. “ 'Into the clear, Jim, at 14,500.
Now I’m tunning onto 270 degrees.’
That means I’m turning west to fly
down that canyon to see if I
can’t catch sight of Jim, whose voice
is so loud in my ears. Suddenly
I see a single Fortress ahead there
in the canyon. I pick him up when
the reflecting sun hits his uptilted
wing. He is circling.
" ‘I think I see you, Jim,’ I call.
’Continue to circle.’ I head toward
the plane and fall in on,its wing,
continuing the long slow circle in
side the canyon in the hope we’ll pick
up some of the others, and won’t
have to go in on the target alone.
Meanwhile the radio operators of
the two planes have started talking
to each other by winking their Aldis
lamps back and forth. We’re so
near the target I don’t want to use
the radio any more than necessary.
And just then I spot a third plane—
about 500 feet below us and far
ther west down the canyon. Just as
I’m wondering which one it is, my
radio operator reports that the plane
we’re circling on isn’t Jim at all, it’s
Bill Bohnaker. So we drop on
down the canyon and sure enough,
that third plane turns out to be old
Jim. I can read his number plain
now on his tail. Now there are three
of us in the circle, wondering what in
hell has become of the other 6ix.
We haven’t got the gas to stay in
this golden dream castle much long
er. But just then my radio operator
comes in with a message from
Combs, the leader. God knows where
he is, but he’s telling us, ‘Continuing
to target,’ and he’s sending it out
by key, where he can use code, be
cause he daren’t use voice so close
to the target as he must by now
be, because most of these damn
Zero pilots seemed to have gradu
ated from Los Angeles High School
and understand English as well as
you do.
“All right, continue it is, so now
we plunged back into that damned
front—the opposite canyon wall—and
the gray mist packed down around
my windshield again. We continued
to climb in that deathly whiteness—
first one wing and then the other
surging into my view. I flew it
for forty-five minutes and decided it
was just too much to risk crashing
into each other when we were so
close to the target. So without any
message to Jim or Bill I decided I’d
spread out. I flew 45 degrees for
thirty seconds, then back thirty more
seconds, and then continued on the
old course—flying on instruments,
of course. But now that we were
staggered both in altitude and in
interval, it wasn’t so bad.
“Finally we broke out into the
clear at 27,000 feet at a quarter after
ten and discovered we had lost in
terval only by a very little. But I
was groggy—we’d been on oxygen
for four and a half hours already.
“But the weather was still playing
tricks. Now the mist was coming
in great tufts, thicker than cotton
wadding, while below us was a thin
layer of overcast.
“We were getting close to the tar
get now. Should we climb higher?
There wasn’t much point, because if
we did, that overcast layer might
thicken so that we couldn’t see the
target, and we’d have to come down
below it to unload.
“But where’s Bill Bohnaker? I
look back and see that he’s very
slowly peeling off. I wonder why.
Probably supercharger trouble. Then
I think to myself, ‘There he goes,
and I’d hoped maybe at least three
of us could go in together.' Because
in my mind is that rain-check idea
—the score isn’t settled yet. and if
that target is open at all, I've made
up my mind I’m going in. And I
think to myself, ‘Here we go again,
Jim, just you and me.’
“About this time I hear a gunner
on Combs’ ship—they’ve broken ra
dio silence, which means they’re on
the target—saying, 'Lots of enemy
fighters sighted!’
“But they’re still far ahead, out
of sight. Here we are again, in
a staggered attack—the stragglers
to bear the brunt of what the first
flights stir up. We ought to know
better, but still I’m going on in.
“The weather gets crazier and
crazier—these enormous tufts not
stratified at all, but floating around
almost an£ altitude. And my co-.
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The Woman’s dub entertained
the Senior Class Wednesday after
noon at the High School auditorium.
The six best essays were read and
prizes awarded. First prize on the
subject ’’Should There Be a Com
pulsory Training Act After the
War?” was won by Ernest Fitzger
ald; second, Priscilla Wotton same
subject. First prize, “How Healthy
Is America?” Madelyn Miller; sec
ond, same subject, Louise Teague;
first prize, “Is the World Getting
Smaller?” Margaret Mank; second.
Leonard Newbert.
The judges
were Rev .Frederick Heath, Mrs
Joseph Damon and Thcmas Stenger.
Rev. Mr. Heath congratulated the
winners and presented' the prizes.
A luncheon of cocoa and cookies
was served by the committee, Agnes
Creamer, Mildred Ashworth. Ida
Stahl, Rose Weston and Grace
Yorka
Mrs. Gladys Grant wus home from
Bath over the week-end.
Thomas L. Richards of Portland
is at the home of his mother, Mrs.
Annie Richards.
Services at the Baptist Church
Sunday will be at 10.45. Rev. Fred
erick Heath will use as his subject
“Washington and Lincoln—Their
Contribution To the American Way
of Life.”
Laurence Nadeau was home from
Bath over the week-end.
Clarence W. Eugley, 49, dried Wed
nesday after a long illness. He was
a son of the late Fred and Carrie
(Wallace) Eugley, and a lifelong
resident of this town. He was a
mail carrier for 27 years and a sub
stitute carrier for three years. He
is survived by hris wife, Katie A
Eugley.

WEST WALDOBORO
Miss Althea Hilton was a visitor
Thursday in Waterville.
William Little of the Navy and
Mrs. Little of Boston were recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alton Win
chenbach.
Allie Waltz is confined to his home
by illness.
Mrs. Emily Winchenbach enter
tained the Wesley Society Thurs
day afternoon with 15 present. The
next meeting will be Feb. 24 with
Mrs. Viola Kuhn and Mrs. Goldie
Sheffield.
Pfc. Raymond Young of Camp
Edwards. Mass., was a visitor Mon
day at the home of Arnold Stand
ish.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Chase and
two sons of Chamberlain were guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Winchenbach.
Buy War Bonds and Stampe
pilot seems to be fascinated by a
big black one that isn’t shaped quite
like a thunderhead. Jt might be
one of those Dakota tornado funnels,
only it doesn’t revolve.
“Then suddenly he says, staring
at it: ‘Hell, Frank, that isn’t a cloud
at all—look!’ I follow his finger, and
down at the base of that cloud, on
the ground, is a crackling, flaming
oil field! The gallant Dutch are
scorching the earth for fair—burn
ing up their Borneo oil fields right
in the face of the advancing Japs,
millions of dollars’ worth of it. Imag
ine all of East Texas crackling and
pouring black smoke into the sky.
“We can’t stop to watch a bil
lion dollars go up in black smoke.
The Dutch are doing their job and
we have ours, which just now is
scanning for fighters. I realize that
in this weather and so close to the
target they might be anywhere, only
for some reason I never think of
them when rrfy No. 1 starboard en
gine starts jumping around in its
mount, rattling the whole plane.
“I only curse my luck and ask, Tf
we were going to havq, engine trou
ble. why in hell couldn’t it have
been on the way home instead of
now, when we’re about to begin our
run over the target?’
“I watch the oil pressure drop
sickeningly, and still it doesn’t dawn
on me what hit that motor. I’m
just sore at it for letting me down.
And also, what will I do—nurse it
along by feathering it, or see if I
can’t give it maybe 1,000 RPM’s
(revolutions per minute), while 1 push
the other three up to 2.600?
(To be continued)

Pfc. Harold Lash, stationed at Camp

Sermon tcpics ?unday at the
Baptist Church will be: At 10 30
“Spiritual Power and Progress." and
at 7 Mrs. A. S. Bishop the speaker,
“The Armor of God.” Church
school will meet at 12.
The subject off Rev. Lynn V.
Farnsworth's sermon Sunday morn
ing
at
the
Congregational
Church will be, “Jesus’ Treatment
of Mystery."
Church school wrill
meet at 9.30.
Mrs. Jennie Kenniston now has
the telephone, number 36-12.
Work in surgical dressings will be
resumed Wednesday, Feb. 23 at an
all day meeting, from 9 to 4
Mrs. Roger Gowell of Poland la
visiting her sisters, Mrs. Albert Bur
dick and Mrs. Willis Vinal this week.
Mr. Gowell has also been guest for
a few days at the Vinal home.
Mrs. Everett Hastings is at the
Lucette, Thomaston, and is improv
ing in health, so far that she sits
up a short time daily.
A Finnish dance, benefit of the
Red Cross, will be held Saturday at
Glover hall.
Mrs. Cleveland Overlock is con
fined t obed, afer a severe shakingup received in a recent fall on ice.
■ A child health conference is
planned for Feb 23 at the home of
Mrs. Grace Simmons.
Pupils of the Malcolm Cormer
School gave an afternoon study pro
gram recently on Robert Louis Ste
venson, taking up his life story,
poems and songs, with practically
every pupil in the school partici
pating.
The Dorcas Circle of Kings
Daughters will meet Monday alternoon at the home of Mrs. Sadie
Barrows.

CUSHING
Mrs. Hilda Bedell is suffering
from a broken arm, caused by a
fall on the ice. She is now being
assisted with her household duties,
by Mrs. Maki.
Jean Marie Olson, youngest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. G.
Olson is confined to her home by
illness. .
Deputy Sheriff Fred Robinson is
soon to visit his brother Virgil
IRboinson in (Providence, R. I.
Chesley Adams has employment in
Portland. ‘
The selectmen and other town
of Heals were at tow’n hall last week,
settling the towns accounts.
Richard Fales, who recently grad
uated from the Thomaston High
School,is soon to be inducted into
the Service.
Marilyn Maloney is conveying the
pupils from this town to the Thom
aston High School in her car.
Alonzo Seavey has arrived home
after a visit with his daughters,
Mrs. Walter Irish., South Portland,
and Mrs. Oakley Ames in Manches
ter, Conn.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Eastern Star Installation

Officers of Naomi Chapter O.EJ3.
were recently installed at a semi
public installation. The officers
were installed by the retiring
Worthy Matron Mabel Wilson and
retiring Worthy Patron Henry Pat
erson, assisted by Past Matron
Mary Marriott as marshal, Edith
Harris chaplain andi Katherine
Morris, organist.
Officers installed were: Worthy
matron,
Gwendolyn
Dowling;
worthy patron, Harold Dowling;
Gladys Davis, associate matron;
Henry Paterson, associate patron,
Margaret Cant, secretary; Blanche
Simmons, treasurer; Aune Brag
don, conductress; Doris Paterson,
associate conductress; Mary Mar
riott, chaplain; Jessie Harris, mar
shal; Katherine Morris, organist;
Evelyn Hunnewell. Adah ;Be Jah
Allen, Ruth; Winifred Milne, Esther; Edith Harris, Martha; Mabelle Rose, Electa; Mabel Wilson,
warder; Clayton Hunnewell, sen
tinel.
The newly installed worthy ma
tron was escorted! to the East, in
a candlelight ceremony and was
^T» rtiiero distress ef MOUTHLY*^ presented'a beautixul bouquet of
carnations.
The junior past matron Mabel
Wilson
tfas presented a past ma
Bydla E. Plnkham’s Vegetable Com
tron's jewel by Past Matron Jessie
pound la made especially for women
to help relieve periodic pain with
Harris and the junior past patron
weak, nervoua, blue feelings—due
was presented a past patron's jewel
to functional monthly disturbances.
Taken regularly—It helps build up
by Past Patron Alvah Harris.
resistance against such symptoms.
In behalf of the officers of 1943
Follow label directions.
Worthy Matron Gwendolyn Dow
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
ling presented to Junior Past Ma
tron Mabel Wilson the gift of an

Female Weakness

How To Hold

FALSE TEETH
More Firmly In Place
Do your false teeth annoy and em
barrass by slipping, dropping or wab
bling when you eat. laugh or talk?
Just sprinkle a little FASTEETH on
your plates. This alkaline (non-acid)
powder holds false teeth more firmly
and more comfortably.
No gummy,
gooey, pasty taste or feeling.
Does
not sour. Checks “plate odor” (den
ture breath)
Oet FASTEETH today

at any drug atora.

Easter Star ring.

Following

the

ceremonies

re

freshments were served by Gladys
Hocking, Etta Hall, Belle Ander

Campbell. Ky , has been spending a
furlough With his family at Friend
ship.
Olivia Hoffses is employed at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Allie Cush
man . Mrs. Cushman is greatly im
proved in health.
Friends and neighbors of Mr. and
Mrs. Sumner Sandberg gathered
Thursday at the residencce for a
housewarming.
About 35 in attendence. Games
were played and refreshments were
and an enjoyable evening was passed
The Sandbergs bought the Matt
Andeison place last year, and have
completely redecorated the property.
They formerly resided in Maiden,
Mass.
The Volunteer Fire Department
entertained the Women’s Auxiliary
of the Fire Dept., at a supper Wed
nesday at Roy's Hall, fish chowder
was served, having been prepared
by a committee under the super
vision of William Bramhali. There
were 56 present. After the supper
Chief Payson of the Camden Fire
Department gave an instructive
and entertaining talk on the sub
ject of “Ventilation” which he
demonstrated with a model house.
Chief Payson was accompanied by
his wife at supper.
Mrs. Ernest J. Beckett is spend
ing two weeks as guest of The
Thompson family on Bradford's
Point. Mr. and Mrs. Beckett have
a furnished apartment in Bath for
the duration of the war.
Mrs. Gertrude Bums Simmons
who has been at Knox Hospital for
treatment returned home Saturday.
Mrs. Stanley Laury of Winches
ter. Mass , and Andreas Hartel off
West Newton. Mass., former Sum
mer residents of this town, died
recently.
Mrs. Jennie Winslow, a former
resident of this town, died Wednes
day at her home in Rockland. She
is survived by one son, Ernest
Winslow.
Lieut. Hadley Miller of Laury,
son of .Mr. and Mrs. Bedfield Miller
is at home on furlough.
Mrs. Ernest* J. Beckett was supper
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Bessey
and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Young re
cently.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Bessey were
recent supper guests of The Thomp
sons on Bradfords Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Morton ot
Thomaston, motored recently to the
offlee of Dr. Wm. H. Hahn and
called at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth E. Thompson.
Mrs. Amy Stebbins and daughter
Mrs. Ethel Davis, have employment
at Bath Iron Works.
Mrs. Edith Dingle, a former resi
dent of this town and now of Malden
Mass., is spending the Winter with
her Aunt, Mrs. Delia Keyzer in
Glendale, California.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Chadwick
of Monhegan Island, called on Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Young recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Grierson of
Washington recently visited Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Young.
The Burnham and Morrill factory

INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Advertisements tn this column not to exceed three lines 1»serted once for 25 cents, two times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice: AH "blind ads” se called L e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CearlerGasette offloe for handling, cost 2i cents additions!.

LOST AND FOUND

TO LET

BILLFOLD lost between Oak St. and
Perry’s Market.
Contained sum of
money.
BILLY
SCHOFIELD.
31
Oak street. Tel. 484W
14-15

ROOM to let at 97 Union St. TEL.
970M.______________________________ 13 tf

GAS ration "A’ book lost. CARROLL MERRILL, 21 Cedar St., City
14*F*16
RATION Books No. 3 and 4 lost. S.
D CROSBY. MABLE D CROSBY.
ADELLA WALSH, and STANEY WALSH
JR., 453 Old County Rd., City. .
14*F-16

SMALL crocheted
handbag lost.
Mrs FLORA E LOVEJOY. Tel. 1060.1
140 Talbot Ave.
14*lt

BLACK Dog lost, large brlndile
brown spots over eyes, collar
large ring. RODNEY L. MESSER.
Union.

feet,
with
R 3,
14*lt

RATION Books 3 and 4 lost. ED
WARD G RUSSELL and FRANK RUS
SELL. 129 ThomaAon St., City
14«F-16
NOTICE— Is hereby given of the loss
of deposit book numbered 2720 and the
owner of sal dibook asks for duplicate
ln accordance with the provision of
the State Law. ROCKLAND LOAN &
BUILDING ASSN . I. L. BRAY, Sec.
Rockland. Me. Feb. 10, 1944.
12 F-16
GAS Ration Book A lost.
P. SMALLEY, St. George.

A service will be held at the First
son Maude Paterson. Willis Wilson,
Alvah Harris. Alfred Hocking, Al Baptist Church Sunday night at 7
fred Hocking, Almond: Hall and o'clock when the new service flag
will be dedicated, The service will
Charles Rose.
I
be in charge of Rev. and Mrs. C. A.
Marstaller.
(
Buy War Booda and Btampa

STAR Churn No. 3 f<y sale barrel
type, giod condition; price $3 50. MRS.
OWEN CHAPLES. Clark Island
14*15

HOUSE trailer 1942 Travelo, 20 ft.
for sale, perfect condition, complete
with tewing hitches and brake rheostat. TEL,. 199M.
14*15
HAY for sale.
Inquire
CLARK, Union. Me.

of

B

M
15-16

GOOD home overlooking harbor,
nice condition, new plumbing. Price
reasonable for quick sale. Write BOX
314, Rockport, Maine.
14*20

GRUEN wrist watch lost Satu-day.
Reward. Finder please call CLARK S
FLOWER SHOP, Maxine Cheyne. 13*14

SMALL Farm for sale; 14 A. House,
barn, garage, hen pen. good cellar,
water ln sink, on black road, bus
! goes to Bath 3 times a day, by door,
SIX-months old kitten lost, gray | also ’31 Chev. Coupe with heater, $40.
and white.
Reward.
Return
to i runs good. Also Camp 2 rooms and
SMITH HOUSE, Park street .
12-14 shed, lot 70x68'. Both go for $500 cash.
E J CAMPBELL. R 2, Warren 14*15

REMINGTON shot gun for sale, 12 ga.
cost $65, price $20; Colts revolver, 38
cal. $25; set pipe Dies, pipe cutter,
pipe vise, wrenches, used very little
HOUSE or apartment wanted of 4 or $15; K1neo Range> $26; apply at 43
rooms; 732 MAIN ST., City.
14 15 WASHINGTON ST.. Camderr
14*15’'

WANTED

Quincy for employment.
Mrs. Emily Campbell is residing
with Abbje Montieth for the Winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Webb and
Mrs. Leonora Walker were recent
visitors in (Brewer.
Juanita Chapter, O. E. S. held a
semi-public installation Thursday.
Uncle Sam needs
Miss Lena Morey was installed as
_
used food cans.
worthy matron.
Misses Alice Baccon, Loretta Cor- Remove labels, wash, flatten. Put
In separate container next to your
treil and Jennie Zachowskl of the trash can. Save for local pickuo.
school faculty are home on vacation.
Mrs. Blanche Billings and Mrs.
Mary Wyberg are visiting Mrs.
Condensed Statement
of the
Elizabeth MoQuarrte in Lewiston
UNION FARMERS MUTUAL FIRE
this week.
INSURANCE COMPANY

ST. GEORGE

NEARLY new 600 egg Electric Incu
bator, 3 James Wav Brooder Stover/
used only 5 weeks, brown enamel, and
Black wood and coal heaters. 2 Uni
versal Electric Stoves. Grey Enamel
Kitchen rang.e Holmes Garage Floor
Jack. Cap 5 tons. Plenty of good used
Table model Radios, Nearly new Stu
dio Couch. pre-War. sewing machines,
used furniture, oil "drums, water
pumps Electric. Bruna Garage air
r Compressor. Vlctrolas. both cabinet
and table models, good used Electric
Refrigerators. Electric Motors, milk
cooling imit. and lots more. Tell me
what you want perhaps I might have It.
H. B KALER, Washington. Me. Tel.
5-25 Always home Sundays.
14-15

RATION Books 3 and 4 lost. IRA
SMALL. ADA SMALL. IRIS SMALL.
640 aln St.. City.________ ____
12*F 14 I
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss i
of deposit book numbered 2936 and
the owner of said book asks for du
plicate ln accordance with the provi
sion of the State Law. KNOX COUN
TY TRUST CO
by Lendon Jackson,
Treas., Rockland. Me. Feb. 15. 1944.
13 F 17

STONINGTON

Miss. Phyllis Crowell of Cape Cod,

WELL known bay chunk "Handsome
Charlie" for sale, 7 years old, sound,
clever and a splendid worker, single
or double. Price right.
PLEASANT
POINT FARM. Thomaston 165 5. 14*15

EUGENE
12 F-14

1937 or ’38 PLYMOUTH or Chevrolet
4-door Sedan wanted, with good rub
ber. Car must be ln good running or
der.
E. O. Philbrook & Son.
Tel.
466W, 632 Main St.. Rockland
14 15
TRUCK Drivers wanted, capable of
operating five ton trucks. Willing to
work for short period on inside Job
ln order to learn full particulars of
Job. Reply in writing to “GOOD JOB.’’
care The Courier-Gazette.
14-15
WAITRESSES wanted. good pay.
THORNDIKE HOTEL. City.
13-14
RENT of 5 or 6 rooms on ground
floor wanted. MRS BERTHA HUS
SEY.23 Tillson Ave.. City.______ 13*14
19411 or 1942 Chevrolet, Ford, or
Plymouth wanted. Will pay $1000 cash
for low mileage car.
Write giving
make, year, model, mileage car has
been .driven, general condition and
your phone number. Address FORD,
care Courier-Gazette.
lltf
WAITRESSES wanted at Park Street
Lunch. TEL. 838R or call ut PARK
STREET LUNCH.
13tf
GIRL wanted for general cleaning
and dish washing. LEIGH PRIVATE
HOSPITAL, 558 Main St._________ 12-14
BABY carriage wanted. In good con
is canning mussels, making a dition; pre war preferred. MRS. ROB
lucrative employment for many of ERT C. WINCHENBACH, Friendship
St.. Waldoboro.
11*14
the townspeople this winter. Those OLD furniture wanted. Why not
lobstermen not thus engaged are sell those old haircloth pieces and that
top furniture while the de
busy repairing and building lobster marble
mand for lt la in evidence and the
good
I am not hunting for
traps and gettiiig their gear in price
bargains and will pay good prices for
readiness for lobstering in the good merchandise. Write W J.
FRENCH, 10 High St., Camden, Me.
Spring.
12tf
1941 Pontiac, Oldsmoblle, Dodge,
Chrysler or Bulck. wanted. Will pay
$1200 cash Immediately for low mile
car.
Write, giving make, year,
Schools closed Friday for a week’s age
model, mileage car has been driven,
general condition, and your phone
vacation.
number. AUTO, care Courier-Gazette.
lltf
Mrs. Laura Ogilvie and children of
GEN
ERA
L
Trucking
and
hauling
Portland are visiting Mrs. Carrie
coal. TEL. 902W.
7*10tf
Barbour.
HIGHEST prices paid for used stoves
Lucy Childs and Elsie Harvey re and oil burners. C. E GROTTON, 138
4tf
cently went to Rockland to procure Camden St. Tel. 1091W.
NEED cash? I pay from $25 to $50
employment.
each for old hair cloth arm chairs;
Mrs. Lena Tucker has returned to also need old sofas, all sizes. Will pay
good prices for old marble top tables
Portland after visiting her mother, and parlor lamps with colored flow
ers. Mall me a post card to W. J.
Mrs. Ursula Billings.
FRENCH. 10 High St.. Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith have
9tf
OLD hair cloth furniture wanted,
moved' to Adeline Gross’ home on
also marble top tables., and old
the North Stonington road.
books. CARL SIMMONS, 2 Park St.,
9tf
Kimball Shepard has gone to Tel. Rockland. 1240.

Mass., is visiting her father.
Mrs. Sybil Eaton of Sunset was
recent guest of her daughter, Shir
ley Robbins.

ROOMS, light housekeeping privi
leges. home comforts; 120 CAMDEN ST..
City.
13 14

Union, Maine
Assets, Dec. 31, 1943
Cash ln office and bank ....$
Assessments unpaid .............
Gross cash assets ........... „..$
Liabilities, Dec. 31, 1943
50 per cent cash premium ..$

814 90
104 00
918 90

221 85

CHEVROLET motor
(1937)
com
pletely overhauled, $125; or complete
car for $200; practically new tires,
four new pre-war tubes; upholstery
burnt. EINO AHO, Old County Road,
Tel, Thomaston 45-2_____________ 14*15

WHEELBARROWS, carts and toys
for bale
RAVE'S CRAFT SHOP. 14
Prescott St.. City.
8*F-14
1>2 HP. FAIRBANKS-MORSE gas en
gine; new saw Mandril, wood bed and
2 springs.
CARRIE CLARK, Rock
port,______________________ 14-19

KITCHEN set for sale. LLOYD A.
JAMESON, 53 Pleasant St., Tel. 955R.
___________________________________ 13-14
BOAT for sale, 14-ft. built for out
board motor; also 12-ft. punt; 2 Park
St.. SIMS LUNCH.
13*14
A SLEIGH for sale, inquire of W.
W SMITH at the Copper Kettle. 13*14
NICE home of 7 rooms for sale; excellent location; bath; furnace; fuel in
cellar; easy to heat; garden. Up for
quick sale. Why wait? F. H. WOOD,
Court House.
13*14
FRANCIS BAOON player piano and
rolls for sale. TEL 241W after 6 p. m.
___________________________________ 13*14
DOUBLE tenement house for salo on
Main St., Rockland; 4 lots land, ex
cellent location.
Call L. A. MAD
DOCKS. Camden St. Tel. 271J.
13tf
OLDSMOBILE, '37. sedan. 2-door for
sale.
Good
rubber.
Mechanically
perfect PHONE 329W.
13*14
TWO combination stoves; one oil
heater, tables, chairs, other articles
for sale. S. A. MACOMBER, 23 Ames
bury St. Tel. 958J
13*14
STOVES for sale, from $10 up. C. E
GROTTON, 138 Camden St.
Tel.
1091W._______________________________ 8tf
DESIRABLE property for sale in
Camden, to settle estate J. HERBERT
GOULD. Tel. 2306 or 2170. Camden
9tf

MISCELLANEOUS
BEAU iirUL hand colored 5x7 en
largements from your negative. Pay
postman 50c plus few cents postage.
Mall yours today. SNOWDEALS PHO
TO SERVICE. Box 279. Rockport. Me.
_______________________________ 14*lt
LADIES Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519J
__________________________________2-F-tf
AFTER this date will pay only those
bills which I contract personally.
PHILIP DYER
Rockland, Feb. 14, 1944.
13*15
PERMANENT WAVE. 59c! Do your
, own Permanent with Charm-Kurl Kit.
Complete equipment, Including 40
curlers and shampoo. Easy to do, ab
solutely harmless
Praised by thou
sands Including Fay McKenzie, glamor, ous movie star. Money refunded if not
satisfied. E. B CROCKETT STORES.
_______________________________
9*17
FREE! If excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion,
Heartburn. Belching. Bloating, Nausea,
Gas Pains, get free sample, Udga. at
CORNER DRUG STORE
2*16

Buy War Bonds and Stamps
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY
OF MARYLAND
Baltimore, Md.
Assets. Dec. 31, 1943
Real Estate .................... — $2,689,463 24
Mo tgage Loans ------------26 500 00
Stocks and Bonds ........... 23 89* 838 83
Cash ln Office and Bank 4.855 380 44
Agents' Balances ............... 1.092.965 64
Interest and Rents
.......
65.016 40
All other Assets .................
43.229 52
Gross Assets ....... -........... $32,670,394 07
Deduct ite ns not admitted
184.027.51

Admitted ........................... $32.486 366 56
Liabilities, Dec. 31, 1943
Net
Unpaid
Losses .... $5,606,506 69
14 690 00
Unearned. Premiums ------- 6 796.860 63
2.148 80 All other Liabilities ...... — 4.531.72 5 98
Cash Capital ..................... 2.400 000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities 13.152.273 26
Balance due on premium
notes .......................................
12,514 20
Total Liabilities Sc Surplus 32,486.366 56
James L. Dornan, Secretary
12-F-16
i0*F-14

Total liabilities ............... $
Net cash assets .................$
Premium notes subject to
assessment
.........................$
Deduct all assessments and
payments
—...................

221 85
697 05

9

Kent, Lindsey, Luce, Mullen, Rob
bins, Thomas, Waterman, Webster,
VINALHAVEN
White, Winslow, and Young. There
I
Two Writers Add Interest are many other names of settlers
L FSdMA WTNBLOW
ingly To Early Records of I who came at a later date which will
I be listed at some subsequent ar
Correspondent
North Fox Islands
ticle.
“The Glad Hand Class” of Union 1
Martin Pring who explored these
Wollaston, Mass. Feb. 12.
Church Sunday School held a Val
islands, about the year 1605 named
Editor of The Courier -Gazette;—
entine party Monday at the heme
: them the Fox Islands because of the
oi Mr. and Mrs. Harvard Burgess ' The names of some of the early great number of red foxes which he
Refreshments were served and the settlers who came from Marshfield, found there. The Indians no doubt
evening passed playing various Mass., to make their permanent ’ had visited these islands long before
games. Those present were: Mrs\ home on North Fox Island are as . the white settlers came, as is evi
C. S. Mitchell, leader; Louire Bur follows—Ames, Alexander, Banks, denced by the numerous clamshell
gess, Alice Hanley, Marilyn Carver, Eeverage, Brown, Bowen, Carr, Car banks out of which many Indian
Beatrice Burgess, Jane Libby, Ma ver, Cooper, Crabtree, Dyer, Heath, relics have been excavated. These
rion Oakes, Ruth Carver, Irene
banks are several feet deep and
Llewellyn Knowlton
Ames and Marlin Philbrook.
extend from the shore line to a
^Irs. Angus Hennigar was hostess The Antique Club was entertained length of 20 feet showing that these
Monday by Mrs. Lodie Hossen.
clam shell deposits must have beer
to the "Mother and Daughter” Club
Lunch was served and the after
Monday at her home t*n Atlantic noon passed with sewing and knit i in the making for several hundred
street. Supper was served and the ting. Members present were: Mrs. I years.
evening was passed with cards Tlie Josephine McDonald, Mrs. Blanche The Indians at first were so
“mystery prize” was won by Mrs. Swears, Mrs Flossie Williams. Mrs. j troublesome that the first settlers
were driven away and later when
Nellie Nickerson.
Verne Young and Mrs. Clyde Mc
Miss Muriel Chilles, Mrs. Mary Intosh. Misses Olga McDonald and ‘they returned a lookout was built
on North West Point overlooking
Wentworth and Mrs. Erdine Chilles Phyllis Swears were guests.
west and north Penobscot Bay the
spent Monday in Rockland.
Frank Osgood, U.S.N., is spending
direction
in which they were most
C. E. Huse of Kent’s Hill was a short leave with his parents, Mr.
likely
to
make
their forays.
guest Wednesday at the home of j and Mrs. Stillman Osgood.
The
Indians
were
not the only in
Capt. and Mrs A. M. Miller.
Miss Audrey Coombs came re
truders to disturb the peace and
The Elizabeth Hutchison Bible cently from New York to visit her
security of the early settlers, for
Class met Monday afternoon at the parents, Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
during the years of the Revolution
home of Mrs. Margie Chilles for a Coombs.
the British came to the island from
b/J^ness and social meeting. Plans Harry Kranz, US.C.G., spent the
their base at Castine, and burned
were made for work to be done the weekend at the home of Mr. and
their log cabins and pillaged their
coming month.
Mrs. George Geary.
cattle and crops.
Miss Olga McDonald who has
Mrs. Alice Osgcod returned Wed
The last foray to the islands was
been
employed at Rockland has re
nesday from a visit with her daugnmade by a group of Indians and
ter Mrs. Mary Sprowl in Thomaston. turned to her home here.
many were killed by the settlers
Victor Knowlton, USN., who has James Hanley returned Wednes and the rest driven away. Those
completed basic recruit training at day to Boston after a short visit at killed were buried on a point oi
Samson, N. Y , is spending a leave the home ol Mr. and Mrs. Harvard J land jetting out into the channel
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Burgess.
Ii from what is known as the Turner
Farm. This point was named and
is known today as Indian Point.
The Winslows were in possession
oi this farm at the time of the
Indian massacre and several of them
were Revolutionary Patriots and are
buried on Indian Point. The writer
visited there many years ago and
the slate tombstones were well
carved and perfectly legible. Perhaps
some of the descendants of the
Winslows who are living at North
Haven, now may be glad to send in
a full account of these men who
have long since been forgotten.
Reader.
• • • •
Camden, Feb. 14.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette
I was interested in the letter you
printed last week, calling attention
to the early history of Fox Islands.
I hope others may send information
on the early settlers of those islands.
One of the early families was that
In Packages and Tea Bags
of
Samuel Thomas. His will as
at Your Grocer’s
quoted from P.158. Vol.2. of The
Bangor Historical Magazine, gives
names of sister, sons and daughter
Three of the daughters married
Penobscot Bay men: Carver, Woos
ter and Sampson. The will also
shows the Marshfield connection.
“Hancock Records Vol.LP.—made
Sept. 30, 1789, proved April 2, 1796,
names sister Zilpah Thomas, sons
, Samuel and Cushing, daughters
Mary Carver, Lucy Sampson, Ruth
Thomas. Lydia ’Wooster and Rachel
Thomas. Gives his sons real es
tate cn Fox Islands and in Marsh
field, Mass., and other property,
EXPERIENCED OR LEARNERS
and his daughters—31 pounds, 4
' shillings each.
Another interesting item is men
Work Under Ideal Conditions In a Daylight Factory
tioned on page 46, Vo4. 8. Bangor
Historical Magazine. Where among
• notes found in the papers of Rev.
William Mason of Castine and Ban
gor, was the following note oi David
Earn While You Learn—Apply In Person
' Wocster:
Falmouth, April 17, 1762.
I promise to pay Enoch Freeman
or Order One shilling lour pence,
Lawful Money on Demand with
Interest.
David Wooster”
ROCKLAND, ME.
CAMDEN STREET,
David Wooster was born in Ches
(Persons now engaged in essential indusatry will not be
ter England, 1732. Married Lucy,
considered)
j daughter of Nathaniel Crockett,
90-tf
, formerly of Scarboro and Falmouth.
• David settled North Pox Island 1762.

North Haven History

STITCHERS
WANTED

VANBAALEN. HEILBRUN & CO.

for cars that stand up
in wartime”
AYS W. M. Byrd, engineer on a U. S. Navy
job at Bay City, Michigan: “My hat’s off
to Studebaker. You’re certainly right when
you say the Studebaker Champion is engi
neered to save an owner money and built to
withstand hard punishment.
’’I know. I’ve owned three Champions.
The one I’m now driving, a 1941 model, has
31,000 miles on it and its tires look good
for 30,000 miles more.
My two previous Champions gave me re
markable mileage over rugged West
Virginia mountain roads.
t
"On the three Champions, my total
maintenance bills, outside of proper
servicing, did not exceed $40.”
Mr. Byrd’s experience, after two
years of war, is matched by that of
many other Studebaker owners.

S

pUK
MO&
ltf*
RONDS'-
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G.O.P. Nomination

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU
over 80 pounds of waste fats col
Dairymen will be interested in the lected by the members.
'countywide meeting to be held at
“Planting Seeds Indoors” was the
North Ncbleboro Community Build subject taken up by the Hope’s
ing, Feb 25. R. F. Talbot, dairy Happy 4-H when they met at the
specialist, and Dr J F Witter cf heme of their leader, William Hardy,
the College. Orono, and Sumner Te.natoes were used to illustrate the
Ciaverie, assl tant dairy specialist, piocedure After the meeting, the
will discuss breeding and the 8 members visited Mr. Hardy's brooder
point dairy program The meeting house and week old baby chicks.
will start promptly at 10 AM as I, The first clubs in the county to
there will be only one day this year. complete the requirement of giving
•
Each person attending will take his a public demonstratin were the
own lunch and there will be free George’s Valley and Happy-go: coffee but take your own sugar.
Luckies of Warren.
These clubs
[There will also be a short meeting were guests of tlie Warren Grange
of the Dairy Herd Improvement I Tuesday evening. February 8. when
Association with election of officers. Ralph Wentworth, county agent,
With price of grain and eggs , gave a talk on farm conditions and
lower .the outlook is not too favor j the outlook for the coming season.
able for the poultryman. Frank Other program members included
Reed, poultry rpecialist, gives the club songs with Miss^Christine Jones
following five points on 1944 poultry at the piano, and announced by Miss
program;
Marie Croclfett, assistant leader ol
1. Efficient use cf housing and the Happy-Go-Luckies. a demon
brooding capacity.
stration on judging beans, Vaughn
2. Increased labor efficiency.
Philbrook and Earle Mpore Jr., a
3. Save feed.
demonstration on proper display ot
4 Disease Control.
the flag by Monia and Marjorie
5. Carry a reasonable reserve of i Penney, and a piano .solo by Ruth
feed.
•
I Pease. Refreslunents were served by
There are prospects of eggs members of the Grange after the
reaching ceilings later but grain will program.
not be any cheaper. For the broiler
The members cf tlie Singing Sew
raisers he suggests 25-30% less ing 4-H club worked on their pro
birds which means more room, less jects Feb. 5. The cocking and house
loss and more profit.
keeping girls made cupcakes with
instruction from their leader, Mrs.
With The Hemes
Rockland Farm Bureau met at the Mary Andrews. Charlene Heald
home of Mrs. Clara Gregory. Din assisted Edith Douglas in cutting
ner was served.1* Mrs. Helmi Ranta out a nightgown which she is mak
chairman, conducted the business ing in her second year .sewing pro
meeting after which Joyce Johnson, ject.
“Over the Dish Pan,” was the
heme demonstration agent, spoke on
subject
ot the meeting cf the War
the subject Food Fights for Health
ren
Wonder
Workers. Feb. 5. Mrs.
The importance of good nutrition in
Edna
Moore,
leader, taught the
helping to keep well was stressed
members
some
timesaving methods.
as well as other timely information
on the prevention and care of
common cold
turn
meeting of the Orff s Corner Farm
waste Wtj
Twenty women attended a similar
and 6RM${
Bureau at the community Hall.
£
HERf
Mrs Julia Burgess, chairman, con
ducted the business session.
Al
Edgecomb Farm Bureau held a
“Food Fights for Health” meeting
February 10, in the town hall. Mrs.
Inez Sherman, chairman, was in
charge of the meeting.
Mrs. Agnes Winchenpaw enter
tained the Friendship Farm Bureau
at her home.
Mrs. Susan Wofton was elected
chairman and Mrs
Katherine
Fredericks, secretary of the Farm WATCH IT, MRS MURPHY* KEEP —THAT-8IGBureau for 1944. Miss Johnson then THUMB-OF-YOURS- OFF-THE-SCALES* ’’
spoke on the subject “Food Fights
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazetfe.
for Health.”
On a. year
4-H Club Notes
The first two contestants to sign 3 4 10 6 \T 10 5
up for the 1944 Style Dress Revile
Contest are Charlene Heald of West
.
POINJS
Rockport who plans to make and
model a jumper and blouse for
school and Marie Crockett of War
5
"
ren who plans to make a wool sport 7
dress. To be eligible for the county
revue a member must have com
pleted at least two years home
economics ciub work, be at least 14
years of age and be enrolled in a
\0 'PouiTupH^
clothing project for 1944. -Partici
pants in the county revue receive /4
blue, red or white ribbons and have 6
a^hance to be the delegate selected
AT HOME
to represent the county in the State
Style Dress Revue at Orono.
your grocer
Elwin Mank and Basil Gushee
needs this
HELP
were winners of a judging contest
on poultry house flow plans con
ducted by the county club agent for
the George’s Valley Hustlers of
Appleton. The club had 100 percent
attendance when it met, at the
home of their leader, Karl John
MAYONNAISE
son. The club treasurer, Neil Rob
bins reported quite an increase in
/2 IA 2 6
club funds realized from the sale of
.Agricultural Notes

He was ancestor of nearly all oi
the name on Penobscot Bay.
I have been told that his son
David who nfarried Lydia Crockett
was the first white child bom at
North Haven. I have no proof but
would like to hear comment from
any one who knows.
L. O C.

At The High School
(Continued from Page Two)
mercial at the end was giiven by
Edith Carr, who urged the patron
age of the radio public.—Betty
Hempstead.
• • • •
The program for the Kippy Karnival entertainment, “Toyland Re
view,” this aftemoori with Albert
Hallowell as stage manager, and
Gloria Compton as costume mis
tress is:
TOYLAND REVIEW
Introduction,
Beverly Merchant, Bena Anastasio
A Toyshop.
Shopkeeper Richard1 Stevens
Toyland, Laverne Patterson and Chorus
Tumbling Act.
Clowns

Accordion Duo.

Barbara Allen. Roy "Estes
Solo—On the Good Ship Lollipop,
Joan Hunt and Chorus
Plorlan—Toy Horse
Rear.
John Sulides
Front End..
Robert Gatcombe
Trainer,
Cresswell Oamache
Selections by The Jive Bombers
Sleepy Time Express, and Chorus,
Senior Girls Chorus
Joyce Mitchell, Elaine Poust. Louise
Veazie. Ruth Emery, Polly Hav
ener, Shelby Glendenning, Betty
Dolliver.
Old Fashioned Review,
Songs, Laverne Patterson, Jane Perry
Dance, Alan Wilkie and a Strawberry
Blonde
Duet—Because You’re You,
Jean Young, Donald Marsh
Male Octet—
Robert Paul, Babe Estes, George
Whittier,
Fred S.
Allen. James
Dowling, • ’’Mac” McRae,
Charles
Crockett. Ralvan Welker
Dance—Parade oi The Wooden Sol
dier ((Military Cadets)
Helen Paul. Nadine Fuller, Virginia
McCaslin. Maxine Skinner. Gloria
Ristaino, Corinne Smith, Frances
Snow, Joan Rtstalno
Solo—My Old Rag Doll,
Elsie Norton and Chorus
Kitchen Band—
Elizabeth Brewster, Carol Wolcott,
Charles Perry, David Ulmer. Gall
Clark. Jack Passon, Roland Chaples,
Stanley Walsh

Tap Dance Specialty,

Jane Mullen. Alan Wilkie
Paper Doll Dance. Jane Perry. Soloist
Dancers: Polly Havener, Beverly Co
gan. Beverly Glendenning, Ruth
McMahon, Evelyn Sweeney, Betty
Gray,
Margaret
Valenta.
Nadine
FuUer
Solo,
Dorothy Fletcher
Wedding ot The Painted Doll-Chorus
Oroom,
Waiter Riley
Dorothy Curtis
Preacher.
Lewis Coltart
Bridesmaids, Marlon Tracy. Beverly
_
_
Gerrish, Alice Carter
Tap Dance,
Gloria Studley
Plano Duo,
Albert Havener. Betty Holmes

Tap—

Virginia McCaslin, Maxine Skinner,
Gloria and Joan Rlstalno
You're Mine Forever, by Albert Havener
,ch°rHs’
Polly Havener
We re All Americans,
Finale

ROCKPORT
(Continued from Page Six)
nancy as possible. Advice was given
in relation to diet, regularity of good
health habits and in making the
necessary preparation for either a
home or hospital delivery.

Mothers of infants were visited
and suggestions made in regard to
infant care and feeding problems.
The value of immunization against
communicable diseases was dis
cussed with the parents.
Conferences were held with some
of the classroom teachers in relation
to health problems. Polltxw-up visits
have been made in the homes of the
children who have been referred by
the teachers .
Special services in relation to
communicable diseases such as tu
berculosis and venereal disease have
been given.
Patients have been
visited and directed to clinics or
physicians, and contacts have been
checked
The sendees of Pediatric Clinics
and Crippled Childen’s Clinics have
been available for any child in the
community whose family physi
cian desires such sendees.
It is hoped that through the
Health Committee regular Child
Health Conferences can be re-esta Wished and the immunization
program can be carried out.
Grace L. Simmons,
Public Health Nurs.e
Erosion wear^, down, the surface of

Sfuc/ebafcer .. . Pioneer and Pacemaker in Automortve Progress the earth about one foot in every
Now building Wright Cydone engines for the Boeing Hying Fortress — multiple-driva military
trucks —other vital wor materiel.

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS
AND THE

JOHN W. BRICKER
Ohio’s three-term governor has
launched an active campaign for
the presidential nomination at the
Republican National Convention to
be held in Chicago. June 26.

10.000 years, so don’t woory too
much.

Mrs Bridges had as supper guests
Saturday, Mrs. Gretchen Hall and
son David, Mrs. Ruth*Osborne and
daughter Sally.
Mr. and Mrs. Rowland Chandler
and family have moved to their
cld home at the Harbor.
Mrs. Carleton Joyce. Mrs. Carroll
Staples and Mr. and Mrs Maynard
Higgins attended the recent Pente
costal -Convention in Bangor.

SWAN’S ISLAND

(Campaigning for

1

CAIN’S

Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Watson
arrived home Tuesday from Port
land where she had received medi
cal treatment.
Mrs. Charles Kent went on tne
Sunbeam last Thursday enroute to
Portland wnfiere she will visit her
daughters for a month.
Margo Snell entertained school
mates and friends Tuesday at the
Arthur L. Torrey
home of her grandmother, Mrs.
Nettie Milan, serving a‘buffet lunch
This community lost Feb. 7 ono
in observance ofxher ninth birthday. i of its oldest residents. Arthur L.
A decorated birthday cake centered Toriey, who was born May 1863 in
I
the repast.
; Atlantic. He was 81 years old and
Mrs. Elizabeth Morse entertained had been ill for two years.
the Girls’ Club Saturday at her
Mr. Torrey was a blacksmith by
home.
trade, having also engaged in
Mrs. Myra Bridges was hostess farming in his younger days. He
Saturday to Mrs. Hall’s Sunday was a man of upright character and
School class, having arranged a kindly nature.
Valentine party.
Refreshments He is survived by his widow, Mrs.
were served and enjoyment prevailed Mary Torrey and four Children, Mrs.
Zelda Morrison, Clyde Torrey. Shel
don Torrey, and Mrs. Leila White;
one sister, Mrs. Myra Meserve of
Gorham; and four grandchildren.
Services were held Wednesday at
the home of Rev. Carl P. Hall
Buriel was, in Atlantic Cemetary.

-FIRSTNATIONAL
SUPER

Oranges
NATURAL COLOR-TREE RIPENED
RICHER FLAVOR-MORE JUI^E

216 SIZE

DOZ I

250 SIZE

DOZ

CARROTS
SWEET
TENDER

2

1 Qp

LARGE
BUNCHES

FLORIDA-EXTRA LARGE SIZE

GRAPE™iT2

13c

NEW SOLID HEADS

2 MOc

CABBAGE

CALIFORNIA ICEBERC

19c

LETTUCE

2 HDS
CALIFORNIA SNO WHITE

CAULIftower ,:ECAD 23c
ANDY BOY-PASQUAL
larce

CELERY

BUNCH

BROWN STAMPS V-W-X
EXPIRE EEBRUARfeJGfli

PORK LOINS
5 POINTS
PER POUND

LB

BEST CENTER CUTS-8 POINTS

> 35c
HAMS “OKE° lb 37c
LEAN SHOULDERS-2 POINTS
PICNICS
ib 29c
PORK CHOPS

LAMB FORES

B

Haddock Fillets 'KH
Cod Steaks suced

te

38c
« 29c

GREEN STAMPS G H-J
EXPIRE THIS SAT. NIGHT
FINAST .

Baked trj Brick Ovens
SMALL PEA BEANS
28 OZ'

^£0 90*,

KETCHUP .As

bo7
RICHMOND-TENDER SWEET

15'

10
20OZ|C<
TIN
PEAS POINTS
FINAST-COLDEN SWtET

2n“13‘

FINAST-WHOLE KERNEL

AT 8 PM.?

OF COURSE/

TOMATOES

POINTS
'2t,2z13‘
RICHMOND-FANCY RED
p'ts

’,2 12‘

FINAST-SLICED

2
POINTS

i6-ozi«>e

JAR

12*

SUNBRITE-THE SAFE SPEEDY

^5*

CLEANSER
1
GERBER’S

STRAINED or JUNIOR
1 POINT

WGAN
CCA
30U

ON YOUR
DIAL

WHITE FLOATINC SOAP

BAR

LIFEBUOY
TOILET SOAP

TIN

NABISCO

*

RITZ CRACKERS ^25’
FRESH NATIVE-GRADE A
LARCE
DOZ
SIZE

20*

KIRKMAN'S
SOAP POWDER
TOILET SOAP

bkc

ba»5«

CRISCO
PURf VtCETABLt SHORTENING

24c68*
DUZ

47'

MED IQ
PKCS I/

LARGE
PKG

23*

IVORY SNOW
MAKES GENTLE SUDS

LAkGE
PKG

23‘

Here's to Romance—10:30 p.m.

"MAINE’S VOICE of
FRIENDLY SF
FRIENDLY
SERVICE”

5«

SAFE QUICK SUDS

BABY FOODS

EGGS

SWAN

BARS

FINAST-PURE TOMATO

BEETS

SUPERMARKETS

TIN

over WGAN

DAY and
NIGHT

boms}

MEDIUM

BAKED
BEANS

OF FEB, 24^

... Slay tuned to

WAR

27c FIRST NATIONAL

HAMBURG

CORN

The First Line—10:00 p.m.

BUV ULS,

> 25c

FRESH CROUND-7 POINTS

''SUSPENSE"

Dinah Share—9:30 p.m.

j

BONED. ROLLED IF DESIRED-3 PTS

WHERE Will VOW
BE ON THE NI6HT

Original Amateur Hour
9:00 p. m.

PORTLAND HEAD
Mrs. IR. T Sterling was over
night guest Saturday at the home
of Mr and Mrs Robert T. Sterling,
Jr.
P. O. Hilt was guest of Mr and
Mrs. W. C, Dow in Portland Sat
urday when they entertained at a
party honoring Sgt. and Mrs. Rich
ard P. Dow of Lakeland. Army Air
field, Lakeland, Pla. Mr and Prs.
Byron G. Dow, line chief at the
Pittsfield Airport.
R. Thayer Sterling joined Mrs.
Sterling Sunday afternoon at the
heme of their sen and daughterin-law Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Sterling
Jr. in Portland where they were
dinner guests.
Attorney and Mrs. Daniel C. Mc
Donald and family of Portland, Lt.
Com and Mrs. K. N. Howard of
Port Worth, Texasi and Portland
visited the station Sunday after
noon.
Ann Walker Sterling is guest of
her grandparents here at the sta
tion.
•Arthur Harlow of South Portwas guest at the Hilts Sunday aft
ernoon.
Rcbert T. Sterling Jr. called
Monday at the home of the Ster
lings here.
Mrs. Lillian Brown and Miss N.
H Kinney of Portland were guests
Sunday at the Hilts.

BUTT END 7 PTS SHANK END 5 PTS

CORN As
LISTENING TO

GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST

__ Babijuice

331 Main St., Rockland
PARKING FOR SHOPPERS IN REAR OF STORK
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Thomaston boys will play Lincoln
Academy in the final game of the
THOMASTON
season.
XXx /X xx
Xk x**
Mr. and Mrs. Alvary Gay assisted
by Mr and Mrs Forrest Grafton en
GLADYS O CONDON
tertained the We Two Club Mon
Correspondent
/\ A A
x\
XX
XX .A
day at a Valentine party at their
home on Knox street. Various
Tel 113-3
games were played and lunch was
Mayflower Temple, P. S., meets served, everything in keeping with
tonight at the K. P hall preceded Valentine’s day. Those who attendd
by a supper at 6 30. The supper j were: Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Ames. Dr
committee is:
Mrs.
Katherine and Mrs. E. R. Moss. Mr. and Mrs
Crawford. Mrs Estelle Newbert and Mark Trett, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Mrs. Olive Brazier.
j Carroll. Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
Mrs. David Moore has returned to Grafton, Mr. and Mrs. Forest Stone
her home in Waterville, after spend and Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights
ing several days with her parents, Mr. Carroll, who is leaving soon for
training in the Navy, was presented
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Hall.
The Baptist Junior Choir held a with a gift.
Valentine party Monday with 19
Members of Mayflower Temple, P
young people and six adults attend S. enjoyed a game party Wednesday
ing. Interspersed between games a at the home of Miss Cora Robinson
short rehearsal was held and a mu- with ten members present. Lunch
ical program given consiting of vo- was served.
cal solos by Warren Whitney ac- j The Senior class entertained three
companied by his mother Mrs. Bion former classmates who graduated in
Whitney and Miss Audrey Young January to enter the Service—Joaccompanied by Mrs. Grace Strout; seph Richards, Richard Fales and
piano solos by Miss Charlene Spald- Averill Robinson Wednesday aftering and Jean Williams. Refresh- noon at the High School Auditor—
ments were served. Mrs. Whitney ium. The boys were given an asand Mrs. John Paulsen assisting.
sembly by the entire High School
Mrs. Mary Wellman of Waldoboro with a short program announced by
department vice president of the Elbridge MacFarland.
Each «boy
American Legion Auxiliary will be j received a gift from the Seniors
present tonight at the meeting of presented by Peter Lynch. The boys
Williams-Brazier Auxiliary at the were then given a reception by the
home of Mrs. Edwin Lynch, Dunn Seniors. Light refreshments were
street. Refreshments will be served. served.
Mrs. Percy Demmpns entertained
Church Notes
at luncheon Tuesday in honor of
Mass
is
celebrated at St. James
Miss Elizabeth McCoy. The guests
were: Mrs. Jennie Heald, Mrs. Catholic Church every Sunday at 6
Walter Henry, Mrs. Edgar Ames and o’clock, except the third Sunday of
each tionth.
Miss Mildred Demmons.
Services at the Federated Church:
Mrs. Caroline M. Thomas went
Tuesday to Roosevelt, N. Y., where Sunday School, 9.45; morning serv
she will visit her daughter, Mrs. ices at 11 o’clock, subject, “Chris
Walter W. Wall and also her grand tian Beliefs, In Every Day Living—
daughter, Betty Wall, who is home The Sacraments.” Anthem, “Son
on furlough from Camp Ellis, Ill. of My Soul” by Cressey. Evening
Miss Wall has just finished her services at 7 o’clock; topic, “Gama
training as technifcian in the X-ray liel Stood Out.” Epworth League at
6 15. Friendly Circle Supper Tues
Dept. of the Medical Detachment.
day
at 6 o’clock. Committee, Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Andrews and
Forest
Stone, Mrs. Robert Mayo and
son Paul of Plainfield, Vt., will ar
rive today to pass several days with Mrs. Forrest Grafton.
At the Baptist Church: Sunday
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. F.
School.
9.45; morning services at 11;
Andrews and Mrs. Maude Grafton,
subject
for morning service, “At
Brooklyn Heights.
taining
Maturity
In Christ." Music:
Mrs. Annie Mank will be hostess
to the Beta Alpha Club Monday Choral Anthem, “Great Is Thy
night at her home on Wadsworth Faithfulness” by Runyan second
anthem, “The Lan Beyond” by
street.
Pfc. Roland Hahn returned Tues Vinal.
day to Strother Field, Kansas, after
Richards-O’Neil
sending a 17-day furlough with his
Mr. and Mrs. James B. O’Neil an
mother and his wife at the home of nounce the marriage of their elder
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bell. daughter. Lois Hattie O’Neil to Jo
The High School girls basketball
seph Allen Richards, both of this
team will play Lincoln Academy to town. The double ring ceremony
night in Andrews gymnasium. The was performed Feb. 11 at St. Ber
2------------------------- nard’s Church in Rockland by Rev.
Archie D. Gillis.
ALWAYS
j The bride wore a street-length
dress of aqjia with black accessories.
INSIST ON
Her corsage was of pink roses. Her
only attendant was her sister, Miss
tl. ♦.
------- • i. <■ |,v
Lillian O'Neil. The bridegroom had
as best man, Peter Lynch of this
place.
Immediately following the cere
mony, a small reception of the im
mediate families was held at the
home of the bride’s parents. Table
decorations were in pink with a
prettily decorate wedding cake as
centerpiece, made by the mother of
the bride.
Mrs. Richards is a member of this
year’s graduating class of Thomas
ton High School. Mr. Richards was
graduated from Thomaston High
School in January, and prior to his
induction into the Navy, was em

IgTouraine

Stephen Danforth of Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil. Accordion solos, Liebestraum. Listz. and Minuet, Beethov
en, Llcyd Miller; vocal solos, with
his own guitar accompaniment,
“Spanish Cavalier," and “Oh What
a Beautiful Morning.” Paul Simp
son; piano solos, first movement of
Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, and
“To a Water Lily,’’ MacDoweli, Miss
Mary Richards; choral, Juanita, tra
ditional Spanish, the audience. Miss
Nellie Tibbetts at the piano; bari
tone solo. Rolling Down To Rio,
(Edward German), Raymond K.
Greene. Discourse, “Brazil,” Eliza
beth Hanley Danforth.
A generous offering was taken for
the benefit of the Ladies’ Circle,
and a portion for the War Music
Service.
Mrs. Danforth’s discourse em
braced more than an illuminating
description of life in Brazil. A lofty
sentiment brooded over all, elevat
ing the essentials of living, devo
tion and sacrifice to their proper
spheres. It was indigious to the
broad pen of a poet of Mrs. Dan
forth’s calibre.
Mrs. Danforth closed by reading
two beautiful poems, from her book,
“Along the Ouividor.”
The many friends of '’Mrs. Dan
forth are enjoying her sojourn to
her native town of Thomaston,
while she
visiting her mother,
Mrs. George V. Hanley. Mr. Dan
forth joined her recently at the
Knox Hotel. ,
Program And Reports

The anftual church night of the
Federated Church was observed
Tuesday. Despite difficult walking
it fwas largely attended and
thoroughly enjoyed. Reports showed
a thriving condition of affairs and
a balance above all expenses for
the year.
The program consisted of Piano.
“The Pixies,” Goodright. Up and
Down Hill, by Mary Greenleaf;
piano. “Murmuring Zephyrs,’’ (Nlermann), by Nancy Libby;' soprano.
“Little Old Lady” (Carmichael),
Patty Roes; piano, “Sparklets”
(Niles), Constance Knights; piano,
“Idol” (Czerny), Sally GiIchrest;
piano duo, Waltz (Arensky), Grace
Paulsen, Marjorie Cushing; original
poems, F. L. S. Morse; baritone,
“March of the Men of Harlech,”
Norman Wolf; piano, “Day Dreams’’
(Rasbach), John Elana.
Orett Robinson then showed a se
lection of his outstanding beau
tiful color photographs, featuring
the scenery of Knox and Aroostook
Counties, and some gorgeous flower
pictures.
Refreshments and sociability con
cluded a memorable evening.
Tillson- Trannstein

Miss Leah M. Tillson, formerly
of this town, became the bride Sat
urday night of Maurice Trannstein,
Jr., M. D., at the North Congrega
tional Church, South Portland. A
double ring ceremony was performed
by Rev. Nathaniel Guptill.

A reception was held at the home
of the bride’s sister. Mrs. Francis
J. Buzynski of Stainwood Park, for
friends and relatives.
■
Mrs. Trannstein graduated from
Thomaston High School, class of
1940, attended Farmington Normal
School and now is a student nurse
In her senior year at the Maine
General Hospital, Portland. Dr.
Trannstein graduated from the Uni
versity of Vermont and University
of Vermont College of Medicine.
His internship was served at the
Maine General Hospital and he is

naw third assistant at the Mallory
Institute of* Pathology. Boston City
ployed at Snow Shipyards.
After a short wedding trip, the Hospital.
After a short wedding trip Mrs.
couple returned to 18 Elm street
Trannstein
will resume her studies
where they will make their home
at
the
Maine
General Hospital.
| with the bridegroom’s parents for
for the present. Mr. Richards
Buy War Bonds and Stamps
leaves today for the Navy.

Basketball Battles

*
i
Lincoln Baptist Association will
meet Tuesday at 10 o’clock at the
First Baptist Church in Rockland.

CAMDEN

Continued from Page One)

ft ft ft ft
MISS NELLIE AMES
Correspondent
>X
ZX

Witham scored . high with 29
points for Rockland, and Dwinal
kept Camden in the fight with 17
points to her credit. Mr. Wotton
also refereed this game.

-x

xx

xx

xx

Tel. 2340

Camden Seconds Victorious

Pvt. Merrill Drinkwater, U. S. M. C
is home on furlough.
Misses Ruth Grindle and Mary
Meservey are Cadet Nurses at the
Massachusetts General Hospital.
Miss Norma Butterfield spent the
week-end with her aunt in Bangor.
The meeting of Friends-in-Coun1 cil scheduled Ict Tuesday with Mrs.
Rita Hopkins, was postponed owing
! to inclement weather.
Schools close today for a week’s
vacation.
Mrs. John Hughes is a patient
at Pratt Diagnostic Hospital in
Boston. With Mr. Hughes, she had
been vacationing in Florida when
taken ill. Her condition is some; what improved and she expects to
j return home Monday.
Worship service Sunday at the
Baptist Church will be at 11
o’clock with sermon by the pastor,
C. H. S. Defeats Lincoln
pnd music by the Young People's
The Camden Mustangs rolled over
Choir. Sunday School meets at 930
Lincoln Academy last Friday by
Vespers will be at 7 and Young
the tune of 39-17. Tim Grindle
People's Fellowship at 6.
The
scared high with h:s left-handed
shots to tally 20 points for the Cam
den quintet. Pierce scored high for The score was 36-28.
Rockland High
Lincoln Academy with eight points.
G.
F.
P.
Camden opened up in the first quar
G
Witham,
‘
rf
....
10
5
25
ter with 18 points to Lincoln’s four.
Our beys picked up 10 more points F. Munro, If ........ 204
T
7
for a total of 28 and Lincoln failed M. Huntley, If ...... 3
M.
Johnson,
cf
.....
0
0
0
to score at all in this quarter. Lin
0
0
coln gained 13 points in the last B. O’Brien, cgi...... 0
0
0
two periods and at the final whistle R. Carter, rg ...... 0
B.
Gray,
rg
....
....
0
0
0
the locals were well cut in front
A. Hall, lg .............. 0
0
0
with a 39-17 margin.
J
Gardner,
lg
......
0
0
0
The Camden girls dropped a
heartbreaker to the Lincoln girls
15
6
36
by a one-point margin, 29-28. At
Lincoln Academy
the last blast of the whistle there
G.
F.
P.
was a 28-28 deadlock, but there was
Chase,
rf
.............
2
4
a foul shot coming to the Lincoln
Parsons,
If
.....
_...
9
0
18
team. Rachel Chase netted it to
Sherman, cP ......... 3
0
6
win the game for Lincoln.
Jcnes,
eg
...............
0
0
0
At the close of the first quarter
Piper,
rg
...............
0
0
0
there was a 10-10 deadlock and at
0’
0
the half Lincoln was out in front Cowan, rg ............ 0
0
0
19-18. They picked up seven points Sproul, lg ............. 0
Sidelinger,
lg
........
0
0
0
to Camden’s five in the third pe
riod to remain in front with a
ft
2
28
25-23 margin. The last period was
•
• •«
a mad fight for one extra basket
Rockland played Belfast at Bel
and the Camden lassies fought to
fast
Feb. 7. Rockland started right
a tie only to lose on the last foul
out
at
the beginning cf the period
shot. Libby starred for Camden
and
showed
its superoriity over
with 13 points and Parsons racked
their
opponents
by leading at the
up 14 points for the Academy girls.
end
of
the
first
period1 9-2, at the
'1
Camden Boys
half
25-15,
the
third
period 43-22.
O.
F. Pts.
Grindle ............... 10
20 and at the end of the game R H S.
0
1
1
3 won with the score being 59 to 41.
Williams .............
2
6 The outcome w’as never in doubt
Allen ................... 2
after the third’ period had begun.
Bryant ................. 4
0
8
The
lineup is as follows:
Leonard ............. 0
0
0
Rockland High
C. Grinnell ........... 1
0
i 2
G.
F.
P.
G.
Witham,
rf
....
19
2
40
18
39
33
E.
Munro,
If
..........
5
0
10
Lincoln Academy
The Junior High of Rock.Land
met the second team of Camden,
but found the Camden seconds too
strong for them b ya 39-25 margin.
The R.JH. were up cn the Cam
den lads after the first eight minutes
by a 11-4 score Camden gained
steadily in the next period but
Rockland remained in front with a
19-17 margin at half-time. The
Seconds rallied in the third period
to take the lead with a third period
score of 24-19. Thej' continued to
score throughout the last quarter
and emerged victorious with a 39-25
score.
Wadsw orth turned in 19 points for
the locals while Chaples paced the
young Lime City boys with nine
points.
Camden winds up its league sea
son when it travels to Rockport
tonight.—By Nellie M. Ames.
• • • •

Pierce ........

Lificoln .......
Sidelinger * ..........
Johnston ........
R. Cook .......
York

..............

G.
4
0
1

3
0
0

F.
0

0
1
0
0
0

Pts. M. Huntley, If .......

8
0
3
G

0
0

8
1
17
Substitutions: Lincoln Academy,
Stevens. Cunningham.
Camden,
Wadsworth, McKeen, A. Grinnell,
Spear, Burkett. True. Time- four 3s.
—By Nellie M. Ames.
• • • •
The Rockland High girls won a
hard fought game from Lincoln
lassies. At the end of the first peri
od RHS. led 5-4. At half time
Lincoln was out front 16-13. The
third period was niip and tuck with
the period ending 22 all. R. H. S
finally pulled ahead the last period
ar.d won by a margin of 8 points,

Tuesday-Friday

XX
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XV
XV

XX
XV

XX
XV

XX XV
XV XV

the Church, and

XV
x*.

where

shortly to plan the program and
budget for the year.
Ballots were distributed by the
Merchants Committee to 27 stores
actively affected by the store
closings. The three holidays about
which there was some question as
to closing were Washington’s Birth
day, Patriot’s Day, and New Years
Day, 1945. The ballots stated that
the ccommittee members had agreed
that if 60 percent or over of the
votes for the particular holiday
favored closing, then an announce
ment in the papers would read be
closed on that day.
Report of Public Health Nurse
Results of the balloting on these
Your public health nurse through, dates is announced as follows by the
the Division of Nursing of the Bu committee: Washington’s Birthday
reau of Health, has given the follow close, 23 open, 1. Patriot’s Day
ing service to your community dur close. 24 open, 1. New Years Day,
close, 24, open, 0. Two ballots were
ing the past year.
Supervisory visits to expectant not marked.
mothers for the purpose of stressing
Closing on the other legal holidays
the importance of getting under has always been definite. Mimeo
medical supervision as early in preg- graphed copies of the 1944 holiday
(Continued on Page Five)
schedule may be obtained from

Retailers
Distributed By

JOHN BIRD CO.
KOOKLAND, ME.
6F16

Our boys must keep on fight
ing—we must keep on buy
ing WAR BONDS until vic
tory is won. Keep on BACK
ING THE ATTACK.

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE

EXCESS ACIDS
Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
Flush Out Poisonous Waste
If you have an excess of acids in your blood,
your 15 miles of kidney tubes may be over
worked. These tiny filters and tubes are work
ing day and night to help Nature rid your
system of excess acids and poisonous waste.
When disorder of kidney function permits
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, ib
may cause nagging backache,rheumatio pains,
leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up
nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes,
headaches nnd diiziness. Frequent or scanty
passages with smarting and burning some
times shows there is something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.
Kidneys may need help the same as bowels;
bo ask your druggist for Doan's I’dL, used suoressfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of
kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
your blood. Get Doan s Pills.

28

3

59

F.
4

P
8

2

24

Crosby High

G.
Rediker, rf .........
2
Young, If ........
11
Vaughan, cf .......... 0
P Davis, rf .......... 4
Faulkingham, eg .. O
Stone, lg ............... 0
Gordon, rg............ 0
Piper, eg ................. 0
Bofren, lg ......... .....
0

0
0
19

17

0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

7

41

Il’S

HERE!

Sears Spring and Summer

—By Mary Lou Duff

General Catalog

... the merchandise guide
for millions of shoppers
Come in and see this great new catalog—packed from cover to

cover with great new values in fhings you’ll need right now and
for Spring and Summer.

Hundreds and hundreds of pages! Thousands and thousands of
money-saving bargains! And every one covered by Sears famous^
satisfaction-or-money-back guarantee.

Besides, thousands of fabric samples of yard goods; men's,

women’s and children’s clothing; blankets, etc., are on display
«<•

Please return empty Coca-Cola bottles to your dealer.

(Resulting From Colds)
Spend a few cents today at Corner
Drug Store, or any drug store for a
bottle of Buckleys Canadiol Mixture
(triple acting). Take a couple of sips
at bedtime. Feel Its Instant powerful
effective action spread through throat,
head and bronchial tubes. It starts
i at once to loosen up thick, choking
‘ phlegm, soothe raw membranes and
make breathing easier.
6ufferers from
those persistent,
nasty Irritating coughs or bronchial
Irritations due to colds find Buckley's
brings quick and effective relief.
Don't wait—get Buckleys Canadiol to
day. You get relief instantly.

Laymen

speak it will be in recognition of
their place in the Church and to
urge all to keep the Church at its
best. Services are at 10 a. m , Sun
day School at 11 a. m. and 7 p. m.
worship services.
Services Sunday at the Baptist
Church will be: Morning service at
11 o’clock; Sunday School at 12.
Young peoples service at 5 and even
ing service at 7 o’clock. At the
morning service a star will be placed
on the Service Flag for Miss Vera
Easton, a member of the church who
has recently joined the WAVES.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

-Bronchial Coughs
-Bronchial Irritations

Buckley’s Famous “CANADIOL”
Mixture Acts Like a Flash

committee follows:

1944 Holiday Schedule
Washington’s Birthday, "Tuesday,
ROCKPORT
Feb 22.
Patriot's Day, Wednesday, April,
Chamber of Commerce commit-1 19.
E. A. CHAMPNEY
tees recently appointed by newly
Memorial Day, Tuesday, May 30.
Correspondent
elected president. Gilbert Harmon,
Independence Day, Tuesday, July
are actively functioning on various 4
Tel. 2229
L_---------------------------------------------- matters.
Labor Day, Monday, Sept. 4.
The
Merchants
Committee,
Or

^Armistice
Day, Saturday, Nov. 11.
The annual poverty supper of the
man
Goodwin,
chairman,
C.
J
i
Thanksgiving
Day, Thursday, Nov.
Try tc Help Club will be held Mon
i
Butterfield,
David
Crockett,
Sr.,
C.
23.
day at the home of Mrs Hazel Cam.
Supper at 6.30. Members will go in W. Oliver, and Harold Weymouth, Christmas Day. Monday, Dec. 25.
have completed a referendum of 27 New Year’s Day, Monday. Jan. 1,
rags.
Camden
merchants in order to pre 1945.
Charles Marston has moved to the
pare
for
the '1941 calendar of holi
Erickson house corner of Main,
day
store
closings, which is reported 1 F. H. Bird chairman, Charles
street and Camden road
in detail below.
i Berry. Harry A. Buffum. Nathan A.
The Rockport Farm Bureau will
Charles Lord has excepted the Farwell, John J. Perry of Rockland
meet Thursday with Mrs. Arthur K.
chairmanship of the National Af and Joseph T Bewster of Camden
Walker.
fairs Committee, and Harold Davis have been appointed a committee on
Mrs. C. Vaughn Overman returned
is 1944 chairman of the Member- : information for the region around
Wednesday from several days visit
ship Cimmittee. Other appoint- i Rockland and Camden to interest
with her father and mother in Bath.
capable and ambitious boys to apply
ments will be announced shortly.
The Baptist Ladies Circle will
for admission to the Phillips Exeter
meet Wednesday with Mrs. Maude On the Pcst-War Planning front, | Academy at Exeter, N. H. Accord
an informal group of representative |
Carleton.
ing to word sent out from Exeter,
Carolyn Richards, daughter of business men was called together irhat ♦lizv Amrlnroir U’Qntc AtP
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Richards is recently by President Harmon for a
conference with John Baxter of
ill at her home.
keepers, and professional men in
Mrs. Nellie R. Ballard arrives to of Brunswick, State Chairman of what are called “the low income
day to spend the weekend at her th^ Committee for Economic De brackets.” Anyone interested in
velopment, and Raymond Mills, of
home here.
learning more about scholarship (
Next Sunday is Laymen’s Sunday Auburn, State Vice-Chairman, of portunities at Phillips Exeter aro
in the Methodist Church with the CED A' Post-War Planning group urged to get in touch with members
general theme of “The Church at for Camden will be organized in co of the local committee, or write di
operation with CED. along lines now
Its Best.” Where pastors speak it
rectly to Myron R. Williams, direc
will be to present the glory and re being worked out.
tor studies, Pliillips Exeter Acad
A meeting of the board of di
sponsibilities of the Lay-member of
rectors of the Chamber will be held emy, Exeter, N. H.

“Discourse On Brazil”

COUGHS

The Schedule As Accepted
By the Camden Chamber
Of Commerce

members of the committee.
The calendar recommended by tho

19

4

M. Johnson, cf .... 0
B Gray, rg ............ 0
A. Hall, eg ............ 0
B. O'Brien, lg k. 0
S. Drinkwater, rg 0
J. Gardiner, eg..... 0
R .Carter, lg .......... 0

The Baptist Ladies’ Circle, Mrs.
H. H. Newbert president, served a
supper for 98 people Wednesday.
Mrs. Annie Mank, Mrs. Ruby Hall,
Mrs. Bertha Lovejoy, Mrs. John
Paulsen, Miss Hope Paulsen and
Miss Eleanor N elson comprised the
supper committee.
Dr. H. W. Flagg introduced the
chairman of the evening program.
Mrs. Grace M. Strout, who an
nounced these interesting numbers
arranged on themes in the Spanish
idiom and appropriate to St. Val
entine. in honor of the speaker. Mrs.

LA TOURAINE COFFEE
NORMAN R FLOUR
THREE CROW
CTRACTS
SPICES
CREAM TARTAR
AND SODA
For Quality
.
AT LOWEST PRICES
Sold By All Independent

Holiday Closings

There are plenty of Cocoa-Cola bottles in pantries, closets, sheds, garages,

etc.

Get your deposit on these Coca - Cola bottles by returning them, to your

dealer.
NOTE—Our truck will call at dealers' stores in Rockland, Camden and Thomaston the first
week in March to pick up these bottles.

Bottled Under Authority of the Coca-Cola Company by

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANT^ INC.

for you to see and feel.

Come in! You’ll enjoy looking through the new catalog and
our fabric samples.

EA5T

PAYMENTS ON

10F14

5>IO

OR

MORE

emdU>Mbuekmul
ORDER

PORTLAND. LEWISTdN, AUGUSTA. BANGOR

ORDERS OF

OFFICE

433 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

PHONE 1380

The Inter-Church Women’s Study ( The Shakespeare Society will meet
Group, studying “The Price of An Monday night at 7 33 with Mrs.
Enduring Peace” will meet in the Lewis A. Walker. They will begin
Universalist vestry Monday night' tl e reading of “Love’s Labor Lost,”
at 7 30. The sub-topic for discus- w 1th Miss Mabel Spring as leader,
sion is: “What Price Complacency.” ' Mrs. Dorinda Coughlin will give the
Papers will be read by: Mrs. Carolyn tr sssage of the play and Mrs. Nettie
Sleeper, Miss Annie Frost, Mrs. Etta Frost will give the music of the play.
Stoddard, Mrs. Alice Jameson and F.ease notice change in time from
Mrs. Angelica Glover.
Light re- /Caturday to Monday night.
freshments.
.
------_____
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Wood
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday.wen^ Tuesday to Boston, spending
night with Mrs. Henry C. Williams, Ithe ni6ht at Wellesley Hills, guests
25 Grove street. The husbands are
^rs. Wood s sister, Mrs. Edward
Wiswall.
Joining the Kennedy
invited.
Cranes who also left Tuesday, they
J. L. Greenlaw of North Haven will gc* on to Florida,
was a business caller in this city
At the meeting last week of the
Wednesday.
_____
Sleeper Bible Class at the home ot
The second in a series of card Mrs- Fred Carter much Pleasure was
parties sponsored-by St. Bernard's experienced with a happy birthday
Church, w*as Hteld Monday at the surprise for one of the faithful
tower room cf Community Building, members. The club met this week
Awards went to: Mrs. Emily Stevens, with Mrs. Janey Beach, Highland
Mrs. Deris Jordan, Mrs. Ethel God- strcetfrey, Mrs. Carolyn Thompson, DonLieut. Robert C. Gregory was
, aid Perry, Mrs. Willis Anderson,
home
over the weekend with his
^S’Mrs. Agnes Donohue and Mrs.
family
on Summer street.
Florence McCarty. At the next par
ty, Monday at 8 o’clock, a door
Mrs. Edward M. Benner is making
prize will be awarded.
a visit of several weeks with her

Rounds Mothers jClass held a Val
entine party in the Congregational
vestry Wednesday night, with 18
members and 14 guests present.
Games were played andn refresh
ments were served. The guests were
Mrs. Edith Billings, Mrs. June
Greenwood, Mrs. Eleanor Grover,
Mrs. Luella Post, Miss L ouise
Harden. Mrs. Irma Anderson, Miss
Marion Ludwick. Mr® Ann Karl,
Mrs. Katherine Karl, Miss Erleen
Cates, Miss Betty Beach. Mrs. Inez
Harden. Mrs. Muriel Emery and
Mrs. Ruth Fogelman.

Baraca Class of the Methodist
Church met at the home ol Mrs
Minnie Cross. After a short busi
ness meeting, the class gave a
shower to Mr. and Mrs. Alvis Epps,
iMiss Mary Cross) whose marriage
took place Feb. 6. The gifts were
presented in a miniature life boat,
which was so heavily loaded it was
lr. danger of sinking, and required
the service of the Coast Guard to
rescue it. Mr. and Mrs. Epps re
ceived many lovely presents for
their new home. Refreshments of
ice cream and wedding cake jvere
served.
Capt. Wesley N. Wasgatt. who is
stationed at Springfield, Mo., on a
mission in the East, visited Rock
land several hours Wednesday and
Thursday.

Seaman, first class and Mrs. Clif
ford Labonte and son have returned
sister Miss Anne Richmond in At from Gorham, N. H., where they vis
Mrs. Robert S. Jones (Josephine
lantic City, N. J.
ited three weeks with Mr. Labont’s
Buckminster) who has been living
parents.
in Boston where she was employed
Miss Hazel N. Day of Fryeburg
by the New England Mutual Life was here this week to attend serv
Members from classes of 1922, ’23
Insurance Co., has returned to ices for the late Rockland L. Jones
Rockland. Mrs. Jones’ husband is in Miss Day, former resident of Rock and ’24 of the Maine General Hos
Australia. He recently met Elmer land, who is proprietor of the Hey pital School of Nursing honored
Gray of Rockland.
day Gift Shop in Fryeburg, was the Mrs. Bert Gregory (Margaret Inguest of Mr. and Mrs. Russell E. nis) of Rockland at a dinner Wed
nesday in the Roma Cafe in Port
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son s Bartlett.
land. There were 15 in the gather
.second floor, 18 School street. Odd
ing,
Knox Hospital School of Nurs
'ellows Block, City, fcr Furs, Fur
A lovely miscellaneous shower
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate was given Wednesday for Mrs. Edith ing being represented.
prices.
&tf Riley Fales by Mrs. Osgcod Gilbert
Mrs. Ruth E .Sanborn and Miss
and Mrs. Edgar Hallowell at the lat
Bertha
M. Luce entertained at a
If you need to
ter's home in Rockville. To have it
n surprise was accomplished by Mrs. Valentine luncheon at Hotel Rock
Inez Bronkie being Mrs. Fales’ sup land, Sunday, afterwards going to
per yiest and returning home with their heme for a rare musical treat
Mrs. Fales after an hour set for the for those of the party including
Try this great blood-iron tonic—Lydia guests to arrive. As Mrs. Fales en Mrs. Ella Hugih Washburn of New
Plnkham’s TABLETS—one of the very
York and Glenmere; Mrs. Gregory
best home ways to get Iron Into the tered Mrs. Bronkle's and Mrs. Hal
blood. Pin a ham’s Tablets are also fa
lowell’s home, one by one the friends Merrill of San Francisco; who with
mous to relieve symptoms of functional
her husband, Lieut. Merrill and
monthly disturbances because of their
appeared from their hiding and
soothing effect on one of woman's most
their son, are at the Hotel Rock
important organs. Follow label direc greeted the guest of honor who was
tions. Worth trying.
land; Mrs. W. O. Fuller and Mrs.
speechless from surprise. After the
Damie Gardner ,
period of greetings and pleasan
tries, Mrs. Fales was guided to a
Mrs. Donald C. Haskell had as
, table piled with packages for her. week-end guests Miss Eunice Bow
Then followed an enjoyable time as den and Miss TRoseila Ring of OrROCKLAND
she unwrapped one after another of rington.
them and found articles of useful
ness for her and for her home. A
TODAY AND
Mrs. James R. Jordan (Esther
buffet lunch w*as served. Those Shapirc) returned Monday after
SATURDAY
present were: Miss Ethel Payson, spending a week in New York with
Mrs. V. S. Dunn. Mrs. Charles North, her husband, James R. Jordan,
Mrs. Eva Post, Mrs. Madeline Han MM2c.
ley, Mrs. Helen Perry, Mrs. Ruth
Strong, Miss Margaret Albee, Mrs.
Mrs. Arnold Stimpson is a sur
Dorothea Gay, Mrs. Eleanor Hast gical patient at Knox Hospital.
ings. Mrs. Eleanor Barnes, Mrs
Dorothy Merchant, Mrs. Josephine
Miss Lizzie Blackington of CaanSulin, Mrs. Thalice Goodridge. Mrs- den road fell recently in her home
Edith Crockett, Mrs. Glenice Farm breaking her hip. She was taken
er ftjrs. Jane Crouse, Mrs. Joan to the Maine General Hospital.
Melvin, the guest of honor and the
Miss May Jones who has been
two hostesses.
visiting in Connecticut and New
Spencer, Foundation Garments York has returned to her home on
individually designed supports for Talbot avenue.
"FLESH and FANTASY”
all needs. Mrs. Mona McIntosh, 235
ttorrmg m the oedor
There will be a dance at the Elks
of thoir oppwaronc*
Broadway. Tel. 296W.
14-17
ROBERT BENCHLEY
Home Monday night.
BETTY FIELD
ROBERT CUMMINGS
Mrs. Harland Rawley has returned
SNAP ’EM DOWN QUICK 1
EDCAK BARRIER
BUY WAR BONOS NOW!
to her home in Portland following a
EDWARD G. ROBINSON
few days visit with her sister, Mrs.
...» THOMAS MITCHELL
C. AUBREY SMITH
Edgar McBrine.
ANNA LEE
■ ROCKLAND
DAME MAV WHITTY
TODAY-SATURDAY
Miss Arlene Bartlett, who has
CHARLES BOYER
been
spending a short vacation at
BARBARA STANWYCK
... CHARLES WINNINGER
her home in Rockland, has returned
GENE AUTRY
to her studies at Gordon College.
CHIEF NEELY REPORTS TO
TUMBLING
Misses Margery Perry and Made
THE NATION
line Munro, telephone operators at
TUMBLEWEEDS
a ’ «t « e i k a s f
Cataumet, Mass., are spending a va
LATEST NEWS
cation at their homes in Rockland.
8UKN(TT£

buildup

RtOMOOO!

PARK

i JC< i

SUNDAY THRU WEDNESDAY

l

t

( 3 K V

6 K O ♦>. >• l-

’A i t O «

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

NOTE SHOW TIMES
Sunday
3.15, 6.10, 8.30

Chapter 5
“MASKED MARVEL”
SHORTS
NEWS

Monday Thru Wednesday

2.00. 6.10. 8.30

SUNDAY-MONDAY

An Enchanting

A RFPUBLt

Lwe Story

Mvskal
Comedy.

Mrs. George Porter and Mrs. Jc*hn
Gallagher who came to attend the
funeral of
- » their
. • aunt
\ » AMrs. Jennie
Winslow, and who spent the rest of
the week with their mother. Mrs. A.
L. Vose. returned to her home in
Boston today.

Made Fine Record

Rockland L. Jones

Rockland Goes Well Over the
Fourth War Loan Quota

Death of Former Well Known
Resident of Rockland
Highlands

Rockland's total at the end of
the Fourth War Loan Drive had
reached the imposing figure of
$702,160 against a quota of $575,009.
The most interesting feature lies
iu the fact that there were 2174 sub
scribers, the large size of this figure
being credited to the activities of
the women workers and the Strand
and Park Theatres.
Mrs. Leonise M. Delano, head of
the women’s division makes this
final report: Ward 1. Mrs. Nettie
Bird Frost, chairman. 124 bonds,
$10,875; Ward 2, Mrs. Willis H.
Anderson, chairman, $18,830; Ward
3. Mrs. William Eilingwocd, chair
man, 183 bonds. $67225; Ward 4,
Miss Anne Carini, chairman, $12,550; Ward 5, Mrs. Charles E. Mer
ritt, chairman, 170 bonds, $40,800;
Ward 6. Mrs. Maurice G Ginn,
chairman, 142 bends, $15,200; Ward
7, Mrs. Jalo E. Ranta chairman, 64
bonds, $8200; total, $184,540.

Baptist Men’s League

Hears the Farmer’s Side
From a Gubernatorial
Candidate

------- i
Baptist Men's League, meeting
Thursday night for supper and en
tertainment, heard F. Ardine Rich
ardson of Strong, tell an interest
ing story of the situation cf agri
culture In this country, giving much
attention to the price set-up and
plans for relief cf the farmer, under
consideration by Congress.
Stating that there was not a sat
isfactory price structure, but that
he opposed incentive payments or
subsidies in order to get farmers to
produce more than at present, he
said that the farmers of the country,
a most patriotic group of workers,
did net want to feel that they were
bribed to meet the requirements.
An open forum followed with sev
eral taking part including, F. L. S.
Morse, E. W. Pike and Charles E.
Gregory.
Mr. Richardson, candidate for the
Republication nomination for Gov
ernor; immediate past-master cf
the State Grange and speaker of
the House of Representatives, was
introduced by Frank A. Winslow.
Guests of members were: F. L. S.
Morse, Orett Robinson. Charles E.
Gregory, Putnam P. Bicknell, Al
fred C. Hocking, Arthur K. Walker,
Horatio D. Crie and Nathan Ber
liawsky. Supper was served by a
committee cf Baptist women headed
by Mrs. Raymond K. Greene.
Announcement was made that
speakers tentatively engaged were:
Arthur A. Hauck of the University of
Maine, for March, and Kenneth C.
M. Sills of Bowdoin Colleg for April.

Anderson Auxiliary. S.U.V. held
meeting Wednesday night, The
program included readings by Mrs.
L. Mabel Cross. Mrs. Stella M. Mc
Rae and Mrs. Mildred M. Sprague.
Supper was served under direction
of Mrs. Beulah Larrabee. The
Auxiliary will hold a game party in
Grand Army hall Washington’s
Birthday, starting at 2.15.
Capt. Ralph Norton has returned
to New York after spending a few
days at his home en Camden street.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F Creed of Vinal
haven were in Rockland Thursday
on their way to Portland for a brief
stay.

Mrs. Sumner P. Whitney enter
tained the Friendship Club yester
day afternoon for auction bridge
and luncheon.
Miles Sawyer of the United States
Maritime Servicce has* been home
on a short leave visiting his mother
Mrs. Sarah Sawyer.

Arthur R. Sullivan has returned
from a trip to England, and has
been visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Daniel Su.Hvan. Berkeley
street, and his sister, Mary Sulli
van. Holmes street.

ROCKPORT
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore T. DemThe
Red
Cross surgical dressings
bowski of Charlestown, Mass., were
rcoms will be epen Tuesday from
recent guests of Mrs. Dembowski's
12 to 4.

parents. Mr. and Mrs. William G.

Richards, T street.

GREER

Card party, auspices St. Bernard’s
Church. Monday at 8 p. m„ tower
room Community Building.
Door
prize awarded.
14-lt

GARSON
WALTER

Come and enjoy our charming view
While you have a new hairdo.

PIDGEON

SPECIAL THIS WEEK
End Permanent,
$5.00

*fr. y Mrs. Miniver together tgain i

MADAME
4

h

CURIE
Directed ty

'reduced tj

MERVYN liROY
SIDNEY FBANKLII

PLUS LATEST NEW’S
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WITH TORY
ROBERT LIVINGSTON

WALLY VERNON

(OUT

Entire Head Permanent
$6.00
(OU)

JACK LARUE

Central Beauty Salon

PLUS SELECTED SHORTS
AND LATEST NEW’S
EVENTS OF THE WORLD

SYNDICATE BLOCK
TEL. 14M
338 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND

WHO
WANTS TO BUY
A PIG-IN-A-POKE?
*; - ' •

When colds strike in ycur heme you
can be mighty glad the medicine you
want has a name. It would be lik«
buying a pig-in-a-poke if you didn't
know just what to ask for at the
drug store You don’t want to take
needless chances when it comes to
cclds...and you don’t have to either!
Fcr example . . . The name Vicks
VapoRub is your guide to the bestknewn home remedy tor relieving
miseries of cclds .Ask for It by its
trade-marks.

Vicks Vapo Rub I

What next?—Even a new' breed
cf mink, called Venus mink, used
fcr a coat that will really wear. The
new variety has cream and sable
tones—very beautiful.
• • • •
There is a boom in the bee-keep
ing business. The demand for honey
far exceeds the supply these days.
California is a great honey country.
• • • •
Why net let up a bit now on the
millions of yards of fabrics and
millions of pairs of shoes and the
other things that should be let out
to give merchants a chance and
newspapers to advertise, and the
public to enjoy, and not wait until
after the war ends and the markets
to be glutted.
♦ # • •

In war or peace, Yankee pep and
enterprise is very apt to follow the
American flag. In a letter received
by a Western father, his soldier son
stationed ^n Australia, said, “I
certainly do like this country, and I
think after the war, I will settle
down here and go into business. 1
think I will try crossing the kan
garoos with raccoons and raise furcoats with pockets already in them.”
• • • •
When you want a good and cheap
dinner, try veal kidney stew: 4
veal kidneys, 2 cups water, 4 table
spoons flour, salt and pepper, ♦ 3
tablespoons melted bacon fat,
cup
of minced onion. Wash and half
kidneys, remove skin, tubes and fat.
Slice and soak *4 hour in salted
'water. Dry and dredge in the flour
and saute in fat with the onions
until brown. Add water and simmer
until tender. Turn over hot biscuit
halves.
• • • •
The home relationships should
be the vital schools for study of
government. The most enduring
and worthy impressions should ano
mostly do come from the home.
* • • «

Women are really in an unrivalled
position today to contribute their
vision and skills to post-war recon
struction. To do this effectively
they must have not only the whole
hearted collaboration cf men, but
also the loyal support of all women
♦ » • *

PORT CLYDE GOLDEN WEDDING

Rockland L. Jones, 89. for many
years a resident of Rockland died
Feb. 11, after a months illness. He
was born in Hope June 6, 1854, son
of Thomas and Nancy (McLain)
Jones, and was one of 11 children,
only one of whom now survives, a
brother, Chester B. Jones, of Waldo
boro, who will be 93 on April 1st.
M. Jones attended school in the
district which was known for a
long time as The Head of the Lake.
When a young man he apprenticed
himself in the carpenter trade,
which he followed for more than 50
years. His skilful work was much
valued by such contractors as W. H
Glover Company. E. L. Spear, the
late Freeman Stanley, the late S. G.
Ritterbush of Camden, and by
others, local and out of town.
Affectionately'known as “Rock” by
his fellow workmen, he took great
pride in his work.
Dec. 16. 1885, he was married to
Grace Lillian St.Clair, who died on
Feb. 14, 1938. To this union which
cqyered a span of 52 happy and
congenial years, were born three
children—two daughters, Gladys,
(Mrs. H. O. Heistad of Rockport)
and Allene (Mrs. Pierre L. Havener,
who died in 1918 at the age of 27
years), and a son, Ernest P. Jones
of Rockland.
Outstanding characteristics of Mr.
Jones were loyalty to his friends
and devotion to his family. Quiet
and unassuming in his manner, he
yet made many friends who will
join with his family in mourning his
loss. A great reader until his eye
sight began to fail, he still managed
to read the daily paper and The
Courier-Gazette, through which he
kept in touch with the world events
and lccal activities and old friends.
Other survivors in addition to the
daugluer with whom he made his
home since 1936, the son and brother
are five grandchildren and two
great grandchildren. Mr. Jones was
given much pleasure in the last
week of his life by seeing his grand
son, Sg t Pierre L. Havener Jr., who
was home on furlough from Will
Rogers Field, Oklahoma., where he
is stationed.
Funeral services were held Tues
day from the Russell •Parlors,
Rockland, with Rev. John Smith
fusi6n of flowers bespoke the affecLowe D. D., officiating. The protion and esteem held for the deoecsed. Bearers were C. Maynard
Havener, Robert S. Paul, Murray
Eaton and Maynard S. Oxton. Tht
body was placed in the receiving
tomb at Sea View until burial may
be made in the Spring in the family
lot at Achorn cemetary*.

If one takes the time to watch a
snow storm it’s a beautiful picture
• • • •
It was William James who said,
“Faith is the essence of the exceed
ingness of the possible over the
Walter J. Morse cf Alton. N. H
actual.” Now think that out. It
may keep you engaged for some time wa9 a recent guest of Mrs. Cath
but you will arrive at the proper erine Libby.
feeling of its truth.
The Women’s Study Group will
• • • •
meet Monday night at the Univer
Bible Seals for 1944
For the sixth successive year the salist Church at 7.30.
Society will launch its annual Bible
seal campaign about the middle -oi
February. The same double pur
pose which the campaign has served
from the start will again prevail.
First these stamps will call the
•
attention of all people who see
them to the vital importance of the
IT’S
Bible to the community, and to the
individual. And second, the funds
provided by their sale at one dollar
or more per sheet will continue to
supply the Scriptures wherever they
are heeded. The greater the sale
of the seals, therefore, the wider
distribution of the Scriptures will
be made possible.
There will be Tour designs on this
year's sheet in blocks of 25 seals
each. One bears the slogan “Share
the Bible;” the second, “Read the
Bible;” the third, "Study the Bible,
and the last. ‘‘Live the Bible.” The
seals will be printed in three colors
The sale of the seals offers a
splendid project for Bible classes
and church schools to undertake, as
a means of furthering this very
worthy cause. Materials (sheets of
seals and pamphlets illustrating the
present need of Scriptures) will be
sent free to such groups without
obligation. Denominational credit
for gifts made to the Society
through seal sales will be arranged
upon request.

Mr. and Mrs. Rodney S. Davis, who will celebrate anniversary
next Thursday

Mr. and Msr Rodney S. Davis
of Port Clyde will celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary on
February 24. Rodney Davis was
bcrn in Friendship, Nov. 11. 1866;
and his wife Lida E. Page was
bom in Martinsville (St. George),
Nov. 20, 1873. They were married
at Friendship, by Owen) Winca
paw Feb 24, 1894
After their marriage they lived
for a short time in Friendship, then
removed to Hupper’s Island, where
they lived for about 'five years,
thence to Port- Clyde, where they

have made their home ever since.
Both were charter members of
the Advent Christian Church of
Port Clyde, which Mr. Davis has
| served faithfully a9 treasurer for
j about 40 years. Mrs. Davis has
been a faithful worker on the Will: ing Workers’ Society of the Ad
vent Christian Church for many
years.
For several years they acted as
caretakers fcr the Winter months,
of the Erickson Estate on Magee
Island. They have two sons Clar
ence and Earl, beth of Port Clyde.

MRS. JOHN R. GOULD
Mrs. ^chn Harold Gould, died in
her home at Wakefield, Mass..
Sunday morning. Mrs. Gould was
born in Bangor, Nov. 12, 1873,
daughter of the late Prof. Levi
Leonard Paine cf Bangor Theologi
cal Seminary*, and of Jeanette
(Holmes) Paine. She was a grad
uate cf Smith College and’ taught
in Pennsylvania and 'New Ycrk
City before her marriage to Rev.
J. (H. Gould in 1904
Mrs. Gould leaves a son, Harold
Leonard and a husband
She will be remembered by many
friends for her yearly visits to
Rockland each Summer.
Funeral services were conducted
by Dr. R. H. StaJford cf the Old
South Church/ in Boston, and Dr.
Austin Rice of the First Church
in Wakefield, Tuesday afternoon

at 3. Interment was in Holbrook.
“Blessed are the pure in heart
for they shall see God.”
DAVIS—ROBBINS
Alden N. Davis and Grace M Rob
bins, both of Rockland, were mar
ried Wednesday night at 720, Rev.
John Smith Lowe. D. D., of the
i Universalist Church officiating.
The newlj-weds will make their
home in Rcckland. Mr. Davis is
employed at the Bath iron Works.
He is a former resident of Surry,
where he was in business with his
father, under the firm name of tho
Davis Floral Company. Mrs. Da
vis conducts a rooming house in
tliis city.
Miss Laura Tolman of Winches
ter, Mass., is guest of Mr. and Mrs.
1 Fred Celia,more, Camden road.

Burdell’s Dress Shop
16 SCHOOL STREET
For Immediate Display

15 Misses’ Dresses
Reduced to $5 and $J0
Values to 19.75

SENTER ? CRANE'S
i

NOT TOO EARLY TO THINK OF

S^rin^jCoatsjn5^9^toJ$49

Teacher:
Boleyn?”

“Jane, who was Anne

Jane: “A’flatiron, sir.”
Teacher: “What do you mean?”

Jane: Well our history bcok says
that “Henry, having disposed of
Catherine, pressed his suit with
Anne Boleyn.’ ”
• • • •
It was in !2'6 when the ”S O 6”
signal wc. adopted officially for
internaticnsl . adio use as the dis
tress signal.
• • • •
The Hudson river is affected by
the Atlantic Ocean’s tides as far
as 150 miles inland, and that means
Albany, New York.

And don’t forget it’s a swell time to buy a dress

at a Bargain!

We had to make room!

Only 13 Fur Coats Left to Sell

Oet yours before the tax goes into effect

Tuesday-Friday
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reasonable to provide in its Omni
bus Bill for No. 1 priority not only
for personnel, but also for equip
•
0 • 1 ■ ■ I ■ a t t a > • e • • e
ment, supplies and construction.
Adjutant Boyle Tells Of Plans For Those Then the necessary hospitals so
badly needed may be planned for.
j
The bill directs the Administrator
Already Discharged and Those Who Will Be
of Veterans Affairs and the Hos
pital Board to expedite the con
struction
of additional hospital beds
Department Adjutant James L. the War and Navy Departments in
and to enter 'into contracts now.
Boyle of the American Legion has calling for, procuring and retain wheieby the permanent buildings
prepared an explanation of an Om ing essential and qualified personnel constructed by the Army and Navy
nibus Bill recently introduced in to carry on the war time work for may be taken over when no longer
veterans. The beneficial part of needed by the armed forces
the Congress and affecting World
•
The act provides for the exchange
this,
order is that the War Produc
War II veterans. Among the spon
'
of
facilities, and for immediate
tion Board is now analyzing the
sors is Senator Owen Brewster.
Early last month 800 000 World needs of the Veterans Administra definite plans for establishment of
Wat n veterans had been dis tion fc*^ material and construction Regional offices, sub-offices and
Contact Unite in centers of the
charged at a minimum daily rate of supplies.
7. As of Nov. 30, 1943. there were country where none now exist.
1000.
Por months American Legion of 110 rating boards authorized and Whereas, 11 to 13 million discharged
ficials have been drawing on the 25 functioning at the various field men and women, or such portion
years of experience, and national stations of the Veterans Admini of them needing service in the near
and departmental leaders have stration. Since that timee 215 ad future must have available a sub
been consulted, all dedicating their ditional boards have been author stantial number of service centers
time and thoughts to evolviftg a ized and these will be set up as soon in excess cf the ones now processing
plan which the Legion might use as personnel is obtained. This gives the affairs of veterans of World
as a basic for originating an act in a definite indication of the accel War I.
The act is mandatory in its pro
Congress to meet the many prob erated pace of preparation during
visions to the effect that a man or
lems arising when one-tenth of the the last 45 day6.
As a further aid to needs of men a woman shall not be released from
population of this country will be
discharged for return to peaceful in camps and hospitals who are active duty until he or she is given
pursuits or for hospitalization or about to be discharged, the Legion a | certification of discharge and
has been authorized to appear be final pay, or a portion thereof, as
rehabilitation.
1. War Department Circular No fore the Rating Boards which base is due. The reason for the inclu
315 dated Dec. 4. 1943. authorizes been, or are to be, installed at cer sion of these items is that many
personnel of the Veterans’ Admini tain Army and Navy discharge cen have been released from service
stration to function at military ters. Our organization feels that without sufficient funds to reach
camp6 and rating boards and con the authoriCy is not broad enough home and without any certificate
tact representatives have been as and wishes authority to visit and evidencing actual military or naval
assist men in discharge center hos service.
signed to many hospitals.
Another provision of the Act bars
2. The Navy Department has pitals and in camps about to be
designated a number of discharged discharged. This extended authori the Army or Navy officials at any
points at which representatives of ty has not been given by the War discharge center from requiring
the Veterans’ Administration and and Navy Departments, so an act persons about to be released or dis
rating boards may start function has been introduced into Congress charge to sign a statement relating
to authorize that procedure.
to the origin, nature, incurrence
ing.
With these facts in mind, we can or service aggravation of a disease
3. At discharge points where per
sonnel of the Veterans’ Administra new discuss the Legion’s Omnibus or injury, and the act further man
dates any government agency from
tion or rating boards are function BUI.
The national officers of the Le considering such a statement as
ing, the clinical and hospital rec
ords will be turned over to that gion were advocating even before evidence in any case where a claim
agency instead of sending them to Pearl Harbor a No. 1 priority for is filed by the discharged party.
the regional offlee or facility near the Veterans Administration in per The act has a provision to authorize
sonnel, equipment, supplies and con the veterans oiganizations to in
est the veterans’ home.
4. Assignment of C numbers ex struction. Months ago the Presi terview and advise the service men
pedited. both in the field and at the dent by administrative order ap in hospitals or other parts otf a
Central Offlee of the Veterans Ad proved a ten year Veterans Admini discharge center so as to acquaint
ministration. with blocks of such stration construction program, but them with their rights and other
numbers assigned to the board! no objective evidences are on the wise assist them.
The national officers of The
functioning at discharge centers surface that the Hospital Board
The Legion is recommending a has accomplished anything. They American Legion requested this au
further step to the end that eacn have made plans, but they feel thority from the Army and Navy
regional offlee, especially the larger probably that the War Production Departments, but permiaalon was
ones, also be assigned a group of Board would not give them num given only to the extent of appear
these numbers instead of having to ber one • priority for construction ing before the rating boards, but
call upon Central Office in Wash purposes, furthermore the Legion no authority issued to interview the
ington for each Individual assign fcr months advocated that the Vet sick ant> disabled men in hospitals
erans Administration be classed as at discharge centers. Preparation
ment.
5. The Administration of Veter war agency so Army and Navy of a case even before a rating board
ans Affairs called upon all regional medical and surgical men could be requires interview’s and consider
managers to send their recommen placed on detached duty for service ation of facts given by a disabled
dations and appoint a committee in the hospitals of the Veterans man himself. Hence the reason
of managers, which is now sitting Administration. To get results the ableness of the requested legisla
to assist the Administrator and his Legion has introduced a separate tion seems apparent.
The proposed act gives life again
staff to place the Veterans Admini act tc provide for the determination
cf war agency so these Army and to Section 23 of the World War Vet
stration on a war time basis.
6. The Veterans Administration Navy medical men may be so avail erans Act of 1924. as amended
which applied to World War I vet
was given a number one priority able.
The Legion considers that it is erans. Section 23 provided that if
for personnel, placing it on par with

WORLD WAR II VETERANS

A GUY NAMED "JOE”
vs. HALF A TOWN...
' hen Joe Smith gets the floor
at town meeting to explain why he
wants $871.90 appropriated to hardsurface the road to his farm, no one
tries to cut his argument short. Even
those who feel pretty sure their town
shouldn't spend the money want
hear every reason Joe has for needing
a better ro&d. This willingness to give
thoughtful consideration to the other
fellow's side of the argument has firmly
established the New England town
meeting as the working model of truly

democratic self-government.
The complete and fair presentation of
all viewpoints has also been character
istic of our newspapers—pioneers in
giving every political party and every
candidate for public office an equal
amount of column space.
Advertisers as well as readers have
found that in the long run this policy
of viewing the news intelligently and
fairly best serves their interests . . .
and those of Maine and the nation.

Portland press jHerato

PORTLAND EVENING EXPRESS
Portland Sunday telegram

a person had been dismissed or dis
charged from active service as a
result of a court martial, whereby
all rights were lost under laws ad
ministered by the Veterans Admini
stration. the Administrator of Vet
erans Affairs may review the rec
ords. and if his findings are that
the person discharged was Insane
at the time cf the commission of
the offense, his rights may be re
stored.
The act proposes authority for
the establishment of boards in the
War and Navy Departments for the
review of discharges already issued
or to be issued, if the discharged
persons claim dissatisfaction with
the type of discharge.
(a) The Mustering Out or De
mobilization Pay: Regardless of
the fact that there are numerous
bills pending in Congress on this
subject, the Legion has included in

its omnibus bill a mustering out of
demobilization pay provision rang
ing from $100 to $500 without regard
to military cr naval rank, depend
ing on the length of service. The
principle involvedi is just and reas
onable and economically sound. As
Congress has passed a pending bill
on the subject, this phase of the
Omnibus Bill will be automatically
out.
(b) Education: Legislation has
already been enacted providing for
vocational training for disabled
service persons of World War II
with service connected disabilities,
if they have a vocational handicap
and if they can qualify as fitted to
absorb training at a plant, school
or college. To that end ample
amounts will be paid monthly to the
trainee for his board and lodging
based in amounts whether he is
single or has dependents.
The Legion’s Omnibus Bill pro
poses to amend the existing act for
Vocational Training . It will be
kept in mind that the United States
did not enter the war till the at
tack of Dec. 6. 1941. Many persons
were in service in the Army and
Navy prior thereto undergoing se
vere training, and if they became
disabled they were treated as in
peace time service. The Legion pro
poses an amendment in' its bill so
that under the Vocational Training
Act the effective date of service
for peace time service connected
disability prior to Dec. 7, 1941, shall
be Aug. 7, 1940.
Application for training by veter
ans with service connected disability
should be made to Togus, Me.
The American Legion feels that
there must be a further educational
plan for certain discharged veterans.
Realizing as it does that under the
vocational Training Act, educational
assistance is available only to per
sons with service connected dis
abilities and with a vocational
handicap, the Legion requests in
its bill that under the supervision
of the Veterans Administration
honorably discharged persons with
service of 90 days or more, whose
education was interrupted by active
service, whether they have a service
disability or not, should for morale
purposes be placed back in school.
The act provides that the education
may be in the nature of schooling,
training on the job, or refresher
courses with pay established at $50
per month for single men and $75
per month for married men. The
amounts suggested are less than
those provided for persons with
service connected disabilities receiv
ing vocational training, but the av
erage person should be convinced
that it is better to have the re
turned boys and girls continue their
courses in schools where they left
off or as an alternative, choose a
specific training for a trade, than to
have these boys and girls waiting
around for months before they
make a decision and then probably
associate themselves in a way not
best for their economic conditions
in the future.
(c) Home and Farm Aid: Realiz
ing that home owning veterans
make better permanent citizens with
more incentive to strive for greater
progress, the Legion in its Omnibus
Bill suggests a loon system to be
operated under the Veterans Ad
ministration to aid veterans ln tiie
purchase of property, the loan not
exceeding $7500 for a home and not
exceeding $12,500 for a farm.
(d) Employment Service: The
Legion feels that matters having
to do with discharged veterans
should be assembled under one
agensy handling the affairs of vet
erans—the United States Veterans
Administration, the act provides
for the transfer to the Veteratis
Administration, the Veterans Employment Service of the War Man
power Commission, and also that
portion otf the duties of the Director
of Selective Service pertaining t^
employability of veterans. This is
a meritorious consideration and the
Veterans Administration knowing
all the confidential and private
facts having to do with the clinical
and service record of the discharged
veteran, will know best the type
of work he was qualified physically
to perform.

(e)

"THE TOWN MEETING NEWSPAPERS of MAINE”

—

Unemployment

Compen

sation: If a veteran cannot secure

suitable employment for some time

unemployment insurance unless he
had a credit established in his oc
cupation when he entered1 the serv
ice. With the view in mind that
many discharged veterans will not
only need some encouragement
from his friends cn hls return, es
pecially if unknown to others and
probably to himself, he may still
be suffering from a nervous strain.
That condition may. if not provid
ed for, set in motion a train of
events resulting in due course a
problem case for the community
for the rest of his life. The Le
gion advocates in its bill submitted
that, whether or not a veteran on
discharge may have established a
credit due to the fact that at time
of entry ijto service he was engaged
in an occupation covered by em
ployment insurance. The Legion
feels that with the authority of
supervision passed from the Em
ployment Service to the Veterans
Administration the facts and back
ground will be understood so that
rehabilitation and return to nor
malcy will be faster, and the act
suggests that the veteran so em
ployed be given a 52 week coverage
w'ithin a 24 month period after re
ceipt of mustering-cut pay w’ith
unemployment money payments
allowable of $15 per week, and with
$5 additional if he has one de
pendent, or $7 per week additional
if he has two dependents, or $10
per week additional if he has three
or more dependents.
This Omnibus Bill, so called, sub
mitted by The American Legion to
Congress was drafted by men who
are nationally known experts in
their lines. The provisions thereof
represent what should be the
minimum requirements for our boys
and girls returning from service—
not to be delayed for consideration
after their return, but enacted now
when they are still in srrvice, so
they will know and appreciate. We
all can sacrifice still further, so
when they return to their homes,
they liave before them concrete
evidence of an Interest in their fu
ture welfare—a job. if they are
physically fit, unemployment insur
ance coverage if they may be tem
porarily unemployed: proper ma
chinery to service their claims;
hospitals to treat them if neces
sary; money payments adequate in
amount if they have disabilities of
service origin education if they wish
to continue where they left off
school, and a sense otf security avail
able as an individual inducement to
get into normal swing of things in
their home town.
Thts important act has been in
troduced jointly by several members
of the Senate and the House. In the
Senate, it is known as S. 1617, and
in the House as H. R. 3917.
Due to the underlying principles
Involved, not only the veterans of
World War I should give the great
est active support*to this bill, but
after understanding the import cf
the act, the families of World War
II service persons should communi
cate their opinions on the subject
giving the number of the bill to
their Representatives in Congress
and also to their two United States
Senators.

URC

SERMONETTE

Christ’s Church in 1944
I.

This war has done something
to the church in recent days.
It early appeared that when
Hitler began his unbelievable
and infamous attack upon those
of the Jewish race, it w’as but
one step m his wicked course;
what is beyond that was enmity
to God. So as Hitler has run
his course it has been borne in
on all Christians, the evidence
of his intent, and this has
opened the eyes of those who
love righteousness to a common
peril.
When various bodies of men
face death and extinction, it
draws them together that they
may fight unitedly. Greater
Portland early sensed the com
mon danger.
The executive
committee of 30( participating
churches reported subscriptions
of $21,112, an average otf $700
for each church. The greater
Portland Council of Churches
wilj operate this year under an
increased budget totaling $7765 00
in an enlarged program Judge
Robert W. DeWolfe is general
chairman.
The e/ilarged program, men
tioned. will include a full t-hne
director, an expanded program
Ifor hospital arud institutional
ministry; closer co-operat.on
with social agencies; co-ope;ation with churches, to carry out
a religious canvas; a ministry
to Service Men; and a week-day
school of religion.
When 30 churches subscribe
voluntarily $700 per church, or
a total of $21,000 in an area like
Greater Portland It is evidence
not only of the peril seen but of
the power to combat it. Re
member this is over and above
the obligation of 30 congrega
tions to their own enlarged re
sponsibilities, and to the needs
of their country in its peril.
Christians not only are drawn
closer in their church work, bur*
are drawn closer to God. With
Him victory over these evil
forces is made certain, but “will
likewise bring obedience to
faith, among all the Nations.”
W. A. Holman

In thh United Episcopal Parish
of St. Peter, St. John and St George,
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services
for Quinquagesima Sunday will be;
At St. John’s Thomaston. Holy Com
munion at 8 a. m.; at St. Peter’s.
Holy Eucharist and sermon at 9.30.
church school at 10.45; <at St.
George's, Long Cove, Vespers and
sermon at 4. Week day service at
St. Peter’s; Mass at 7?3O Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday. Ash Wed
nesday, Imposition of Ashes at 6.30,
Mass at 7 a. m., Mass at 9 a. m,
Vespers at 5 p. m. and Stations of
the Cross at 7.30 p. m.
• • • •

At the Nazarene Church. Mave
rick Square, services Sunday will
be as usual: Church School at
2 p. m.; afternoon worship at 3
o'clock; Young People’s Meeting
at 6.30; evening evangelistic service
at 7.30. The pastor, Rev. Curtis
Stanley is giving a series of lec
tures on prophecy and the public
is cordially invited to attend.
• e e •

Sunday at the Littlefield Memo- rial Baptist Church the pastor, q
Rev. Charles A. Marstaller will
speak at 10.30 on “The Hour of De
cision.” Special music will include
a selection by the choir. Sunday
School follows at 11.45 with classes
for all age groups and at 6 o’clock
the Young People’s meeting with
Mrs. Vivian Lord as leader. The
evening service which opens at 7.15
will be conducted by the Young
people.
Tuesday night prayer
service will be omitted so as to at
tend the meetings of the Lincoln
Baptist Association at the First
Baptist Church.

At the Universalist Church Sun
day morning at 10.40 Dr. Lowe, re
sponding to many requests will re
peat his sermon of a month ago on
“Why We Are What We Are.” Solo
ist Miss Lotte McLaughlin. The
nursery department, because of the
prevalent illness is excused for the
present. Church school will meet
at noon in the vestry. Thursday at
7.30 the first in the series of six
Quiet Hour Services will be held in
• “ •
Z J
"Mind’ Is the subject of the Les- ”
the vestry. The central theme for
Dr. Lowe’s brief talks will be “The son-Sermon that will be read in all
Churches of Christ. Scientist, on
Mind of Christ.”
Feb. 20. The Golden Text is: “Be
• • • •
hold, God is mighty, and despise th
Sunday at the First Baptist
not any: he is mighty in strength
Church will begin with the prayer
and wisdom.” (Job 36:5). The cita
meetings at 10.15 for men in the
tions
from the Bible include the
pastor’s study and for women in the
following
passages: “To whom
vestry. In the morning service at
then
will
ye liken God? or what
10.30 the pastor, Rev. J. Charles
likeness will ye compare unto him
MacDonald, will give the first of a
Great
is our Lord, and of great
i series of sermons on the subject,
power:
his understanding is in
' “Do the Peace Plans of Today Harfinite.
”
*
(Isaiah 40:18 an<j Psalms
I monlze With the Peace Plans of
147:5).
, the Bible?” At noon the church

school will meet in the various
! classes for Bible study. The Young
j People’s Bible class will be held at
5, and at 6 the Christian Endeavor
, Society will have a service for all
young people. In the evening serv
ice at 7.15 Mr. MacDonald will
preach on the subject, “See!”
* • * *

Layman’s Sunday will be observed
at the Pratt' Memorial Methodist
Church. This event is universal in
Methodism and is becoming an an
nual event of much importance.
in the next town about seven miles At 10.45 a. m.. the Lay Leader, Ralph
distant and hired me to lead her U. Clark, will speak on “The Church
home. I was at their house for At Its Best.” He will be assisted by
other laymen. At the 7 p. m. serv
dinner, at a large table full—all
ice the Woman’s Society of Chris
looking at me, as I thought.
tian Service will take charge with
I was very bashful and did not . Mrs. Edith Tweedie, chairman of
eat muih. One thing I remember , the Spiritual Life committee ar
was a large twisted doughnut. I ranging for speakers from the
think that at that time they had Woman's Society.
The church
not heard of Hanson Gregory’s hole school will meet at nocn and the
in the doughnut. I arrived home Youth Fellowship will meet at 6
all right with the cow, and wet feet, o’clock. The Boy Scouts will meet
and 10 cents.
Monday at 7.30. Prayer meeting
E. H. Philbrick.
will be held at 7.30 Tuesday.

★ ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★

Can you use
a typewriter?
Can you do clerical work or
accounting?
Have you ever
worked in a store? Can you
drive a car?
The Army needs all kinds of
skills in the WAC. There’s a
chance for you—to improve a
skill you already have, or learn
one you’ll find useful all your
life.
Today — find out about the
opportunities that await you in
the WAC—the important job,
the interesting life, the chance
to serve your country in a vital
way.
APPLY at the nearest U. S.
Army Recruiting Station (your
local post office will give you
the address). Or write: The Adtant General. Room 4415, Mu
nitions Building, Washington,
D. C.

$P

★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★

Ate Away From Home

E. H. Philbrick, Bashful Kid,
Thought Everybody Was
Looking At Him
Rockland, Feb. 1$.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
The Black Cat says very few
persons ate away /from home when
he was a youngster. There was
then only one eating place in
Rockland.
The same was true of the country.
I well remember the first meal I
had outside of my own home (with
the exception of my grandmother’s
where I ctften run in to get a piece
of Indian bacack baked before the
open fire.) I was about 12 years
old. My neignbors bought a cow

Get Our

SIXSTAR SERVICE
SPECIALTODAY

nNe motor

-and keep your car or truck serving you
and the U.S.A. for the duration

Today, H’s more important than ever before

-t'l

to keep your car In A-l condition at all times.
• •. Here are six things you should have done

immediately and regularly to make your car

run better—last longer—serve for the duration.

QUINTUPLETS

™MUSTEROLE
k,CHEST

. • . Come in today. Let us give your car this

IB

’’Six-Star Service Special.” Let us help you to
’’save the wheels that serve America.”

Let’s All Back the Attack!

BUY WAR BONDS

coins

Te Promptly Relieve Coughing
and Mike Breathing Easier

At the first signs which may warn of a
cold — the Dionne Quintuplets’ chests,
throats and backs are rubbed with
Musterole—a product made especially
to promptly relieve coughs and sore throat
due to colds, to make breathing easier
and break up local congestion in the
upper bronchial tract.
Musterole brings such wonderful relief
because it’s MORE than just an ordi
nary “salve.” It’s what so many Doctors
and Nurses call a modern counterirritant. Since Musterole is used on the
Quints—you can be sure it’s just about
the BEST cold-relief you can buy!
IN 3 STRENGTHS: Children’s MQd
Musterole for children and people with
tender skin; Regular for ordinary

after his discharge he does not rate and Eatre Strong tor atubboro

1

/CHEVROLET/

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN ST.

PEASLEE & ROSS
VINALHAVEN, ME.

BOCKLAND

z.

TEL. 13M

BARKER’S GARAGE
UNION. ME.

